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GRANT BOARD REACHtS AGREEMENT

HAS TWO HEARTS.
Eastern, Pa., Jan. J7. A family in
hi; h the mother and three children

!

COMMITTEE

are each provided with two hearts, a
lease said to be equalled in medical
science, has been discovered here,
t wording to Dr. James Morganstei::.
!
Ksa .oltnl cnraml fpllnw nhvai.
in to examine tne family and
nev have verified his statements.
in eaca case lie lounu oom or xiie
j
their functions,
j hearts
performing
one in each side of the chest The
children aave always
been normally healthy, although they
are confined at present b7 a chicken-po- x
quarantine.
The woman is Mrs. Burton Perkins
and her children are Anna, Allen
and Doris, aged 13, 11 and 4' respectively, it has been arranged that one
of the children shall appear before
LANDS the Northampton County Medical society at its next meeting for observation.
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The Greeley Concern Will Be Paid
'
000 for Work It Has Done on
"

Irrigation System
BACK

IN RETURN IT WILL DEED

PREMIER RAYMOND

FOR

-
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Grant
the
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UNCI

Man Who Has Been Head of (he Cabinet

For a Year Is Further Honored By
His Country
IS A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY

day.

LEGISLATION

IOWA FARMER ROBBED
A MEASURE PROVIDING FOR INIOmaha, Neb. Jan. 17 H. W. Custer,
TIATIVE AND REFERENDUM IS
a farmer of Titonic, Iowa, today rePROPOSED IN SENATE ported to the police the loss of $4,000
from his satchel while en route here
Santa Fe, X. M., Jan. liL The fin
fiom Denver. Custer said he had
m
been induced by Denver real estate lance committees of both houses,

of the Bi
of Las

I!

BY VOTES OF THE LEIilSLATOi

The house met at 2:30 o'clock.
Major Llewellyn's resolution protest-nis
against the arrest of Felipe
was reported and adopted.
The report of finance committee on
the bill providing an appropriation for
legislative printing was received and
ordered printed.
Bills were introduced as follows:
H. B. No. 17, by Young, providing
ten days additional time off for convicts employed on state highways.
H..B. Not 18, by Toombs, a "blue
sky'' law, preventiug sale of stocks
in concerns not approved by the state.
H. B. No. 18, by Carter, regulating
liability of common carriers for death
or injury of employes.
H. B. No. 20, by Carter, for the es- tablishment of a Normal school at
Portales.
H. B. No. 21, by the speaker, for
registration of all interest bearing
bonds not exempted by law from tax
g

There Is Now No Obstacle in the Way of Completion
Reservoir Which W ill Convert 10,000 Acres North
Veas Into Fruitful Farm Lands Trustees of the
Will Take Immediate Steps Toward Resuming
Work and Insuring Its Consummation

POIIARE

ELECTED PRESIDENT OF

Senators Sulzer and Burns were
a committee to investigate thp
APPOINT matter of giving additional pay to cap-ifo-l
HOUSE AND SENATE
BODY TO PREPARE MEASURE
employes during the legislativn
;
session.
It was the custom in terriFOR INTRODUCTION
torial days to double the pay of these
men for the SO days' when their duties
OH
IS
BASED
VALUATION were made heavier by the presence
of the law makers, but it is by no
means certain that this precedent will
!M
AND
OFFICIALS
WEALTHY
be followed by the present legislature.
BUSY COUNTIES WILL DRAW
The caucus decided npon the apLARGER PAY CHECKS
pointment of Miss Lou Hughes of Albuquerque as a stenographer at $6

"

60,

CITY EDITION

of the caucus was for the purpose of
settling little details of the employe
question. By some the presence of
Senator Sulzer is considered to Indicate the healing of the breach be
tween the Bernalillo member and his
fellow senators, and that he will act
with the republicans for the balance
of the session.

i

VITH CAMFIELD COMPANY FOR THE

Maxim

Pd

4 Statesman of Wide Reputation and Recognized Ability, He Is
Believed to Enter the Office Best Equipped of Any Official
H I10 Has Ever Held the Title of Head of the Government
Can Be Expected to Be a Prominent Figure In the
Shaping of Policies By the Great Powers

Cas-are-

c
agents to draw the money from the: joint session yesterday, elected a
Colo-- ! niittee of three senators and
three
bank for investment'-iPoin-carthe rules of. what was merely an elecVersailles, Ja.
rado property. Later they discourag-- J representatives io draft a county BalSettlement upon mutually satisfac-- i bond. This mould have left the
for over a year head of the toral college where motions and
ed the investment and he started for ary bill. Th" rommittee is as
terms bas been effected by thejporation in the possession of the
French cabinet, was today elected speeches, whatever their character
of trustees of the Las Vegas; able tract, which it might or might
with the money in his satchel, lows: Senatoi :s- - Clark, Holt and Hin-H- e
president of France upon the second were not permissible.
thinks he is the victim of a con- - kle; Representatives Chavez,
Bias
land grant and the Camfield Develop-- j not see fit to develop within a gene-meballot. The result of the ballot was
Sanchez and Csfron. The proposed
company.
spiracy.
jiation.
Poincare Is Insulted.
as follows: Poincare, 483; Jules
stat-fromeasure will b similar in form to
board
members
the
now
As
free
of
are
j
trustees
grand
absolutely
The
Versailles, France, Jan. 17. Pre396; Mario Eduard Vaillant,
Pams,
that passed at the last session and
BABY
A FOOTBALL
entanglements and win be able ed the situation this morning, the
mier Raymond Poinared was lnsnltel
69.
New York,. Jan. 17. A dozen boys will provide salaries for district atto push through to completion the agreement is perfectly satisfactory, as,
Premier Raymond plncaie , ob- by
George Clemenceaa at
irrigation project upon the land grant if the trustees and the community are playing football with a pasteboard box torneys and t :?. !' county offlcers.
429 votes on the first ballot the opening today of the natioaal contained
In arriving &t the salaries in the
in a vacant lot in Brooklyn today sat
north of Las Vegas which will put at! Dot able to devise some plan of
and Jules Pams 327, according to the gress for the election of a president.
and gining the completion of the Irriga- - down to rest, after half an hour's play. various districts the committee will
10,000 acres under ditch
corrected result A' seconi bal'ot Poincare at once appointed Isriste
"That's a funny looking box," said be guided fcy the assessed valuation
mark the first step in the conversion tion system within two years, they
was,
taken, the num- Briand, the minister of justice, and
therefore,
of tracts surounding this city into fer- probably would be unable to do so in one of them. "Let's see what's In- of property ao 1 total collections on
ber necessary for election being 433. I I Klotz, minister ot finance, to
the tax roHs as shown by the reports ation.
side."
a century.
tile farming lands.
Premier Raymond
poincare aud act as his seconds and to arrange for
A four of the county officials.
H. B. No. 21, a bill regulating the the members of his cabinet "'arrived a duel.
They undid the strings.
D. A. Camfield, president of the! The grant board intends to take
The purpose of the joint committee liquor traffic and providing a system
Camfield Development Company of steps at once toward resuming the days' old baby boy, naked and to all
Senators and deputies ct France arsome hours before the votC work.
to
be
is
to draft a, liieaswre that the floor of county option. Major Llewellyn together
an
first
to
the
rolled
the
was
here
dead,
thing
appearances
Probably
yesterday
Greeley, Colo,
Jules Pams, the minister rived throughout the forenoon today
began.
ing
A policeman took it to
a committee cm 'unite, upon, submit explained several different gentlemen of
held two conferences with the mem-- j done will be the employing of a good ground.
wa3 not among them. to take part in the election o a
this measure to boar houses, pass it were responsible for this bill, Messrs. He agriculture,
over
was
and
to
the!
the
an
one
in
Half
hour
it
later
go
ground
hospital
bers of tie grant board;
engineer
of the republic. President
had sent to the premier early lu
if it meets tht-land push C'lnisman, Moreno, TJewellyn, Carter, the morninc a note containing his Fallieres ' seven year term expires
afternoon and another in the evening. prepare a careful estimate of the cost crying lustily; It probably will live.
Bill referred'
it through 1.1 thr T.;insry way.
The meetina was entirely amicable: of the work already done and that
Campbell and Mullen.
from the cabinet and
otj Februarv IS.
'
" The tniuduve
.oLmjduai had to committee' ii"" teiupwanco. Hasand so harmonious were the proceed-- ; which is contemplated. State Engineer f
BASESALL OFFICIAL KILLED
I .
i
he hiui accented .'ti e
league.
of
"!"."it n, .
ings that all negotiations were com-- : French has estimated that the entire j St. Ijouis. Jan. 1 7. Russel F. Davie, its first hearing in the senate today endorsement of
C
iiou.il
the
for
the
presidency
candidacy
ahtfaiUy
A communication from the superinCleveland
assistant secretary to when Senator Walton of Grant county
pleted in time to admit of the depar- - cost, from the time the first shovel-j0- f
made a satisfactory explanation- to
republic.
Resolution tendent of insurance asking for perture of Mr. Camfield last night for his j ful of dirt was thrown until the last;
Helen Britton, owner of the St introduced Senate Joint
Premier Poincare immediately des- M. Briand and M. Klotz, who had
or equipment is Installed, will(L0liig xati0nal league baseball club, Xo. 4, which proposes an amendment mission to retain his quarters in one
home.
j piece
ignated Fernand David, at present been sent to him by Premier Poincare
Briefly the terms of agreement are 'be about ?225,00ft. This does not la-- i and William H. Walters, of SL Louis, to the state constitution providing for of the house committee rooms aroused minister of commerce, to tako over relative to a letter he received last
In the event this considerable discussion. Several mem- also
as follows: The grand board is to elude outlets and ditches, however, j representing a novelty company, were direct legislation.
The inthe portfolio of agriculture. evening from the
resolution
is
and the amend- bers protested vigorously against Each ballot occupies almost three cident is therefore considered closed.
to
hired
coo
be
Should
Camfield
the
to
adopted
by
in
the
kiled
an automobile accident here
j
engineer
Development
pay
ment is approved by a vote of the what they called the neglect of the
r,
pany a fair and reasonable price the board make a similar report, the todaV.
Deputy De Monsie and Paul
hours, as the deputies and senators
people, laws may be initiated by peti- state officials to make preparations are called upon separately in alphafor the work already done upon the trustees will be assured they have
former minister ot labor, also
f
tion of 15 per cent of the voters. for the session of the legislature. betical order to
construction of the irigation system. in their possession more than
place their ballot pa- quarreled in the corridors of the PalTwenty per cent of the voters must There are not enough committee rooms pers in the urns.
This sum is approximately $60,000 and of the requisite sum, as the treasury .1 BRITISH WARSHIP
ace of Versailles, as a result of whicli
sign petitions requesting amendments and it will likely be necessary for
was M. Monsie sent his seconds to I.f.
is based upon the estimate of thaj now contains something over $150,000.
commotion
Considerable
to the constitution. The referendum some of th committees to hire rooms
state engineer as to the cost of the Steps likely will be taken at once to
caused by a stranger seeking to ob Boncour.
AMERICANS
PROTECTS
section
nowinsesprovides that laws passed by down town in which to conduct their tain entrance into the palace. When
work already accomplished. Payment; induce the state legislature,
the legislature must be referred to the busineri.
is to be made at any time within two sion, to pass an act giving the grant j
Raymond Poincare, the new presihe was stopped by a gejndarme and
voters for approval upon petition ol
A motion by Representative Chaves asked his business, he pulled out a dent of the French
wuk iwcr iu niuu me
years wnen uie simii uwuu euu
republic, is one
DENVER
WILL
'THE CRUISER
10 per cent of the votera
to adjourn until Monday met .with op- revolver and shouted:
of the strongest men who have parbegun the work ct finishing the eys-- i its treasury for the completion or tne
HURRY TO ACAPULCO, M EX.,
The senate was in session for an position Burg moved as a substitute
tem. It is understood Mr. Camfield
systea. If this permission is granted
."This election should not take ticipated In politics in France within
TO ASSUME THE TASK.
hour this morning. It was called to that the house adjourn till 2 o'clock
recent years. He is in his fifty-thir- d
willing to accept either cash or bondl ; there is little likelihood that there.
place."
order at 10 o'clock by Senator Miera. tomorrow afternoon but the substitute
in the company which undertakes to will be any more delay in resuming
He was at once disarmed and ar- year, and has been in politics sinceWashington, Jan. 1". The cruiser
the work, as the grant board will bej Denver orieTei to Acapulco. Mexico, president pr tern. Bishop Cameron was tabled. Roll call on the origina! rested. A number of other suspects his early youth, having been electee
complete the irrigation plant.
the
grant In a position to negotiate with any to protect Americans endangered by Mann of North Dakota pronounced motion resulted 29 to 19 in favor of also were taken into, custody. The deputy in 1S87.
It is provided further that
the invocation. Upon motion of Sen- adjournment until Monday.
President Poincare h:s been, a minboard shall cease the prosecution of its capitalists, promoters or corporations j
government took unusual military
r(?bel padnio and his band, will
At its session yesterday afternoon and
suit for the collection of the forfeited who contemplate accepting a contract
trom gan Die?0j Cal., today, The ator Pankey Lieutenant Governor E.
police measures along the rail- ister in many French cabinets, havbond of the Camfield Development for building the reservoir, and will be'ship was to have "left yesterday. She C. de Back and Senator Bartn wert the house witnessed the presentation way lines from Paris to Versailles, ing served as minister of agriculture.,
company, which amounts to $130,000 ' able to grant such contract and lend; w;jj ?et to Acapulco in about four excused to go to Lamy to visit with of a number of new bills, as follows: which were guarded the whole dis- minister of public instruction, mlnii-te- r
Vice President-elec- t
inH. B. No. 12 Mr. Toombs To cre- tance
Thomas K. Marof finance and as premier.
At such time as final settlement with su"h financial assistance as is needed ays.
by military mtn posted at
who jassed through that place ate a normal school at Clayton.
'
shall,
was vice president of the chamHa
the Camfield company is made, it is and is consistent with the proper safe-of
100
tervals
to
yards,
consui Edwards today reported
to Arizona.
H. B. No, 13 Mr. Clancy EmpowII 3
A force of 2,000 policemen, drawn ber of deputies for four years.
agreed that that coporation shall deeds guarding of the grant funds,
the state department from Acapulco on his way
The following bills were introduced: ering judges of district courts to from all cities of France, was brought became premier and minister of forback to the Las Vegas land grant the' Members of the grant board have that there was no change in the situS. B. No. 9, by Crampton, an act to rent chambers and psy for same out
that they will be glad to en-- , ation
tract of 18,000 acres which was
here this morning as well as detach- eign affairs on January 4 hist year.
and that the British warcivil of court funds.
while the M. Poincare is a lawyer by profescit"
payment of costs in
from
the
provide
the
trustees several years tertain any suggestions
ed it by
ments of
would remain in
ship Shearwater
H. B. No. 14 Appropriating money
confined sion. He is also a prolific author aiiil
was
Versailles
of
ago in payment for the construction zrns in regard to the best method of, port until conditions became normal cases.
garrison
Si B. No. 10, by Crampton, an act to pay for printing for both the senis a member of the French academy.
of the system. In the meantime, al-- l bringing the irrigation system to a suc- - or the Denver arrived. The embas- to its quarters.
mesThe national assembly was opened which gives him rank as an "immor- though the nominal owner of the land,oessf;il completion. They realize the'Sy t Mexico City reports an attempt fixing terms of court in eaih judicial ate and house, the governor's
sage and the journals of the previous promptly at 2 o'clock this afternoon tal."
the corporation may not sell or other- j p:opcsition is important, and, while iat revolutionary outbreak in the state district
B.
12,
session. This rather important meas- by Antonine Dubost, presttwnt of the
f
9.
No.
an
act
reg
D.
of
He made a great personal sacrifica
deal
by
a
of
it.
T. Hoskins, they are devotim
Pankey,
wise dispose
great
xiaxcala, but that federal troops
ure was referred to the committee senate, who read the decree ot con- when he became premier, for lie gaT
ulating assessment of property.
cashier of the San Miguel National j tent ion to it, they will not take amiss , have been dispatched.
v
S. B. No. 13, by Pankey, an act to on finance of which Mr. Chaves is vocation in a loud, clear voice.
up an extremely lucrative practlea at
lank, has been agreed upon by both ary suggestions or propositions from
collecchairman.
the
aUli
for
the
in
iu
Vi
great
trustee.
the
of
provide
interested
the bar. His eloquence is a provo-her- b
welfare;
as
a
levytg
inch
space
"any persons
satisfactory
Rebels Hold a Train.
Every
parties
H. B. No. 15 by Mr. Carter An act hall was occupied.
s
of the
h
In France, and even ins etro;i;v- of Las Vr gas.
has accepted the position and
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 17 The miss- - tion of taxes.
worn- S. B. No. 13, by Pauke; an act to relative to lobbying.
coa - in!t southbound passenger train of
et
lands will be under his supervision.! it win be necessary 'to Intei-es- t
political opponents .express cornspectators in the galleries were
It is agreed that the bond of the Cam-- : siderable outside capital in the Wednesday' and two troop trains have require registration ,of corporate prop- - H,. B. No. 16 Providing for a tax ea. Everybody present was listening ndence in the honesty of lua pot
on the output of coal mines.
owners.
wtih strained attention when sudden-- j (lose,
field Development company shall still scheme. It is suggested that the
trapped hv rebels on the Mexi-ieit2 by Mr. Burg
No.
H.
Resolution
14.
J.
act
No.
an
S.
B.
penclub
should
forfeited.
be!
President Poincare's father i a
by
Commercial
it
as
Pankey,
iv a thunderous voice from the body
can Central railway nelow Juarez,
fjuvenated
be considered
standing
senators. of the ball shouted:
proiuitient public official and
If no action toward the completion able to assist materially in this ar wag learned Jef'nitelv today. Rebels alizing telephone companies for over- relative to the election of
"We protest against." The rest jn;s brothers also occupied
of the system is taken within the two, ticular.
yesterday burned a dozen trestles charging.
act
No.
an
S.
B.
15,
65
j on the
by
within
sovernmpntal
Pankey,
the phrase was lost In a tumult 01 110St ju
nf
in
the
the;
j
agreement,
government railway
years specified
, v..
was!
RADIUM
office
of
the
LOOKING
FOR
Madame Pomcue
superintendmiles of Juarez, shutting off the re- abolishing
TAFT HOLDS CONFERENCE
cries and exclamations.
conditions prevailing before it
conser- etta Renucet, an Italian. M.a :
ot
the
was
17.
that
insurance.
of
ent
Jam
were!
at
which
17.
voice
treat
Apparently
Washington,
The
of
north
the
trains,
Questions
signed snail automatically return tv Washington. Jan.
S. B, No. 16, by Hinkle, an act reg-- i convinced that the Rocky Mountains vative deputy, the Marquis Albeit ie husband have
occupied
issue between the Cnited States and stopped by burned bridges 150 miles
existence.
the uproar had years an apartment on t
wtA. when
j
discusssouth. Amone the marooned passen- ulating and licensing automobiles and constitute a storehouse for radium,
It will be seen that this agreement the republic of Panama were
the most precious of all metals, the somewhat subsided, started afresh:
des Champs Ely sen, and xey
is one to which no citizen can object, ed to day at a conference between bers are many prominent American fther vehicles.
re-act
No.
S.
an
B.
17, by Walton,
t'
j United States bureau of miue3 pro"We protest against the election ot have far to pa
as it provides for the grant full pro - j President Taft, Secretaries Kitoi and and Mexican mining and cattle men,
a mil- quiring the publication of quarterly poses to increase its force ot radium the president cf the republic by par- tho preMdtn'Ul
f Irno- -, 11
rrsr" for a fair settlement stun son ana juage rranK tusiw, lnclud:r.c Alberto Terrazas,
of the r.'y ", ci iVriT. i
rtatements by county treasurers..
hunters in that section of the coun- - liament Instead of by the people."
for t! e Panama Railway com lionaire of Chili'sahua.
i company ar,d re
12
The assembly was agitated anew
j
until
The
adjourned
1
T h r f.
hi 'I;.yATI..AM1C irr.r
morning. T'iie house; The civil Fcrvice comraitiKkm today) py a shout from a socialist deputy,
T!.e can?.
May Sail Tonict
oi.'je of
would "Down with, the empire."
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FORMER NEW MEXICO DISTRICT
ATTORNEY CONVICTED
OF ASSAULT.

ALBUQUERQUE POLICE RECEIVE
INSTRUCTIONS TO LOOK
FOR A REPAIRER.

El Paso, Tex., Jan. 17. "Guilty"
was the verdict returhea against L.
O. Fullen,
attorney of the
Fifth Judicial district court of Chaves
county, New Mexico, In the county
court in the Fullen and Askren case
of aggravated assault, which grew
out of the alleged assault they made
on the
attorney's divorced
wife in the lobby of the Angelua hotel October 18, last. Fullen was fined
$23 and costs ,by Judge A. S. J.
but Askren wag found "not
guilty" and dismissed. There were
two charges each of aggravated assault filed against the Roswell attorneys. The remaining cases were dismissed following the verdicts In the
first case.
A damage suit filed by )Mrs.
Fullen against
(Dorothy Rowmann
Askren for $12,(M)0 damages, which
grew out of the alleged assault, was
also settled shortly after the verdict
was reached In the criminal case.
The alleged assault In the lobby of
the Angelns hotel arose over a fight
for the possession of the Fullen's little son, William Fullen. During th3
trial for divorce of the couple at Roswell, which later resulted In Fullen
being granted a decree, the trial
told Mrs. Fullen
judge at Roswell
that he was going to decree the little Fullen daughter to her father and
the son to his mother, and that he
wanted the children brought within
the jurisdiction of the court. Later
the court judge Intimated that he
would give the boy to the father,
whereupon Mrs. Fullen, it is alleged,
had the little lad taken from Ros-- ,
well and brought to El Paso, where
Fullen followed him and the difficulty In the hotel ensued.

Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17. Chief
of Police Thomas McMillin is in receipt of a letter from S. L. Brone,
chief of detectives, of the department
of criminal investigation, of Los Angeles, asking him to assist in locating a Jeweler who repaired a watch,
which watch was found' on a dead
man, whom a woman Identified as

Ey-la- r,

Mr.

Fullen Sues Sheriff for Heavy
Damages.
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 17. Mrs. Dorothy B. Fullen, divorced wife of L. O.

her husband, thereby realizing on an
Later developinsurance policy.
ments proved that the woman worked a confidence game and that the
man whom she Identified as her
was another man. The letter
to Chief McMillin follows:
bus-ban-

Los Angeles,

Calif.,

N. M.
Will you kindly have

Dear Sir:
the officers of your command make
inquiry on their posts of all Jewelers
and persons who repair watches, if
they have repaired a Waltham, P.
movement
H Bartlett movement;
No. 60S2540, case No. 112249, jeweler's repair scratch number 2475G, under which is the number 504. This
watch 1b a solid gold 14k, engine
turned', Hunting case watch.
I got this watch from a dead man
whom a woman by the name of
Minta Jordan Identified as her husband and collected $5,000 insurance.
Since then I have located, alive, this
Jordan woman's husband, and have
arrested the Jordan woman, charging
her with obtaining money under false
pretenseB, and she is now held before the superior court in this county.
Therefore, 1 wish you would make
a special effort to locate the jeweler
who repaired th.s watch and give me
the date, name, address and description, if possible, of the man for whom
he repaired it.
If you locate any one who should
know the owner of this .watch, I
would be pleased to have you send
me their address, as I have' the head,
left hand and arm and right foot of
the dead man, all of which is in excellent condition and can be identified. This man was supposed to have
committed suicide at Ocean Park,
Calif., on or about April 25, 1912, and
I am now trying to establish his iden-

Fullen,
attorney of the
Fifth judicial district, New Mexico,
is again In litigation In the Texas
courts. Saturday she filed suit in
the Thirty-fourtdistrict court at
El Paso, against C. R. 'Young, sheriff
of Chaves county, for damages in
the sum of $3,832. Sheriff Young
was served there.
tity.
In the original petition filed by her
I would thank you also to give this
attorneys, Stanton & Weeks, she al story to the local newspaper men of
leges that while she was incarcerated your city, and also give them the
in the Chaves county jail, Sheriff numbers of the watch for publication.
Young was given
custody of her
Thanking you for any action you
trunks, containing her and her chil- may take in this matter, I beg to redren's personal effects, valued in the main.
thousands, and that when she was
Yours very respectfully,
taken to Santa Fe where habeas corS. L. BROWNE.
pus proceedings for her release were
to be heard, she was promised by
Sheriff Young that her trunks would
4
be forwarded to her but that they
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
have not, and that they never have
been sent to her, despite the fact
that she has upon several occasions
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 17. Judge
requested them.
Lorin C. Collins, referee, Is still hearShe cites her personal effects and ing testimony as referee in the New
gives the value of each tn the peti- Mexico Central case. It Is expected
tion. Here are a few of the posses- that the testimony will be practically
sions named: Diamond brooches, val- all in today.
uable Oriental rugs, fine Irish lace,
Suits, five in number, are to be
shirt waists, valuable jewelry such as filed very soon in Rio Arriba county,
rings, earrings, and bracelets, lace to test the right of the board of asgarments and all sorts of children's sessors and board of county commisfine clothes. Each article is set out sioners to raise the tax on grazing
and its value marked in the petition. lands in the above mentioned county. The cases are filed as test cases.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Judge Leib Is hearing today the arYour druggist will refund money if guments on demurrer, filed by the
PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any stockholders of the International
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Bank of Commerce at Tucumcari to
Protruding Tiles in 6 to 14 days. 60c the complaint filed by the receiver
'

h
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January 10, 1913.
Thomas McMillin, Chief of Police,
Albuquerque,
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Regular Bowel Movement From Childhood on Forestall Future
Serious Diseases.
We cannot all start life with the
advantages of money, but every child
born is entitled to the heritage of
good health.
Through unfortunate
in the
ignorance or carelessness
feeding of a baby 1U tiny stomach
may become deranged. The disorder
spreads to the bowels and before tne
motier realizes it the two chief organs on which the Infant's comfort
and health depend are causing it
great suffering.. If the condition is
allowed to continue grave ailments
often results.
There is, however, no occasion for
alarm, and the sensible thing to Jo
but it should be done instantly is to
give the baby a small dose of a mild
laxative-toniIn the opinion of a
great many people, among them such
persons as the parents of
Pixie Dudley,
Magnolia, Ark., the
proper remedy is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Mrs. Earl Dudley writes:
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is the
best medicine I ever used. It cured
my baby of flatulency colic when the
doctors failed; it cured my husband
of constipation. My home shall never
be without Syrup Pepsin." It is a
pleasant-tastinlaxative, which every
person likes. It Is mild',
and contains that most excellent of
all digestants, pepsin.
This remedy is especially intended
for Infants, ri.ildren, women, old people and all otherB to whom harsh cathartics, salt waters, pills, etc., are
distressing. In fact, in the common
disorders of life, such as constipa- c.

well-know- n

g

SERVICE

'

PUBLIC IS INVITED TO ATTEND
SERVICES AT TEMPLE
THIS EVENING.
E

SlllllSSffiilia
DIXIE ASKEW

DUDLEY.

tion, liver trouble, indigestion, bil
iousness, headaches, and the various
other disorders of the stomach, liver
and bowels nothing Is more suitable
Dr
than this mild laxative-tonic- ,
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
Two generations of people are using it today, and thousands of fami
lies keep it constantly in the house,
for every member of the family can
use it It can be obtained of any
druggist at fifty cents or one dollar
a bottle, the latter being the size
bought by families who already know
its value. Results are always guaranteed or money will be refunded.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you
would like to make a personal trial
of it before buying it in the regular
way of a druggist, send your address
a postal will do to W. B. Caldwell,
417 Washington street Monticellov
111., and a free sample bottle will be
mailed you.

seeking to enforce the double liabil
ity of stockholders. Attorney Reed
Holloman is appearing for stockholders, and Renehan and Wright for the
receiver.
THAT
This is the case which caused so
much Interest last spring and became known generally as the "Buchanan case." Buchanan, himself, is
at present in California. The matter
being argued today Is in the nature
of a test case to settle the question FEAST OF THE RESURRECTION
WILL OCCUR THIS YEAR ON
brought to attention of the legislature by Governor McDonald In his
MARCH 23
message, calling for a much needed
reform in our banking laws.
Coining on March 23, Easter Sunday
will be earlier this year than it has
been since 1806. For 95 years there
has not been an Easter Sunday earlier
MOTHER! WATCH THE
than March 3,
the remainder of the twentieth century there
CHILDREN'S BOWELS will not be an Easter observed earlier
than March 24.
In 1856 Easter Sunday fell on March
If Cross, Feverish, Tongue Coated or 23. Since that time it has twice been
on the twenty-fiftof the month, but
Sick, Give "Syrup of Figs."
never earlier. In ISIS, 95 years ago,
Mother! Don't scold your cross Easter fell on March 22 the earliest
peevish child! Look at the tongue. date on which it has been observed for
See if it is white, yellow and coated! centuries.
If your child is listless, drooping, isn't
In 1915 Easter Sunday will fall a
sleeping well, is restless, doesn't eat month later on April 23. This is
heartily or is cross, irritable, out of within two days of the latest date at
sorts with everybody, stomach sour, which the date may be set. In 1886,
feverish, breath bad; has stomach April 25 was the late date upon which
sore throat, or is Easter was observed, and this will be
ache, diarrhoea,
full of cold, It means the little one's the case again in 1943.
stomach, liver and 30 feet of bowels
The way by which Easter day is now
are filled with poisons and foul, con- determined is that tie first Sunday afstipated waste matter and need a gen- ter the paschal full moon which is
tle, thorough cleansing at once.
the fourteenth day of the calendar
Give a teaBpoonful i Syrup of Figs, moon, or the full mon which, happens
and in a few hours all the clogged up upon or next after the twenty-firs- t
of
waste, undigested food and sour bile March is the day1 set for observing
will gently move on and out of Its lit- Easter. If the full raoon
happens uptle waste clogged bowels without nau on a Sunday, then Easter day Is the
sea, griping or weakness, and you will first Sunday following.
surely have a well, happy and smiling
In the year 235 A. D.; a general law
child again shortly.
of the church was enacted at the counWith Syrup of Figs you are not cil of Nice
prescribing for the univerdrugging your children, being com sal church a day for this solemnity
posed entirely of luscious figs, senna The bishops of Alexandria were given
and aromatlcs it cannot be harmful, the task of
computing the time of
besides they dearly love Its delicious Easter for all the churches.
taste.
The Aloxandrian system was so obMothers should always Keep Syrup scure and
incorrect, however, that
of Figs handy. It Is the only stom- Easter was
observed on different dates
ach liver, and bowel cleanser and reg- In almost
every city. In 669,' Theo-(lorulator needed a little given today
archbishop of Canterbury, estabwill save a siclc child tomorrow.
lished the reformed Roman calendar
Full directions for children of all In
This system has been
England.
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly printed
the world over in
adopted
generally
on the package.
Christian communities.
All movable
Ask your druggist for the full name,
feasts of the Roman Catholic and the
of
and
of
Elixir
"Syrup
Senna,
Figs
Anglican churches are determined by
prepared by the California Fig Syrup the
day of the month upon which EasCo. This is the delicious tasting, genter
day falls.
uine old reliable. Refuse anything else

You will
readiag

Authorities agree that a good kerosene oil lamp is the best for
reading. The Rayo is the Uat oil lamp made, th result 'of years
of scientific study, ltpivt-sstKi.ly vvluto lijiht, clear, mellow.
without
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rabbi the utmost cordialty and
good
will had always existed.
At a crowded
meeting of the members of the Jewish
community, held
in Sydney, prior to his
departure, Dr.
Landau was presented with a
splendid illuminated
testimonial and a
purse of f5,000. At the same time
he was presented by the lord
mayor
of Syduey at the town hall
with a
unique testimonial from the parlia
ments, universities, consuls, commercial and social leaders, and churches
of every denomination. When Australia was federated at the
opening
of the twentieth century Dr. Landau
preached the sermon in connection
with that historic event in behalf of
the Jewish communities. '
Dr. Landau's first
pulpit in America was in Philadelphia which he ocfor four years. There he
cupied
proved himself a communal and civic
force. He accepted a call from the
Temple Beth-E- l at Buffalo, New York
on January 1, 1911, and he was engaged in building up their temple ,
and was making it a chief influence
in western New York when he was
called to Las Vegas.
Here :v )
that will cure your
cold. Why waste time and money experimenting when you can get a
pre-nara't-

thst has von

a

world-wid- e

reputation by its cures of this disease
and can always be depended upon?
It is known everywhere as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, and Is a medicine of real merit For sale by all
dealsrs. Adv.
Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crtder, Mo., had
been troubled with sick headache for
about five years, when she began taking Chamberlain's Tablets. She has
taken two hottlos of them and they
have cured her. Sick headache is
caused by a disordered stomach for
which these tablets ire especially intended.
Try them, get well tnd stay
-.-
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
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Las Vegas Savings Bank
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if You Value Your Eyesight
equip your
table with a
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This evening at 8 o'clock Rev.
Jacob Henry Landau, the new spiritual director of Temple Montefiore,
will conduct his first services in Las
Vegas. The people of the congregation are delighted to have been able
to secure the services of so eminent
a rabbi as Rev. Landau. They invite
the public to attend their services
this evening.
Dr. Landau's Interesting Career.
Rev. Jacob Henry Landau was born
in England on February 2, 1868. He
was educated at the Aria and Jews'
colleges, the two theological seminar
ies of England, and a . TJnlver-it- y
Col
lege, London. He is the first gradu
ate of Aria college and occupied the
pulpit alternately with the principal.
Dr. Landau took up a post graduate
course at Jew's of which institution
he is a Fellow. He has the further
distinction of having passed the highest examination in Semitic studies in
that college. He gained many distinc
tions at University College, of which
Institution he is Hollier Prizeman. He
also holds the Green medal for Hebrew and is, further, Jew's Commemoration Scholar and Medallist, having
gained that distinction the year following Mr. Israel Zangwlli's winning
the same prize. While a senior stud
ent at Aria college he was appoiut- -

ed Bead Master of the Portsmouth
Hebrew schools. He commenced his
ministry at Cardiff, South Wales, and
was appointed professor of Hebrew
at Cardiff university, and instructor
of classical languages in connection
with St. Andrew's university.
In 1891 Dr. Landau was called to
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia, where he ministered to the laig-es-t
Jewish congregation in the world,
attending to the spiritual wants of
6,500 persons. There is but one synagogue, the great synagogue, a building eclipsing in grandeur even the
famous Temple Emanuel in New
York. Here, Dr. Landau labored for
12 years, taking a leading part in civic and humanitarian movements and
working with such acceptance that
the freedom of the great city of
0
souls was conferred upon him, he
being the only rabbi in history on!
whom Buch a distinction was con- -'
ferred. When Dr. Landau announced
his intention to resign, the newspapers were flooded with letters of regret, and Lord Tennyson the governor general of the commonwealth,
and son of the great poet, sent for
him to government house and begged
him to remain in Australia. On realizing Dr. Landau's intention to leave,
the governor-genera- l
declared in a
letter that the rabbi's departure was
a loss to the country. Sir John See,
premier and chief secretary of the
'state of New South rales, also wrote
Dr. Landau: "Your prominence, abilities and eloquence and your exemplary citizenship generally have won
for you the respect and esteem of all
classes and sects of this community.
You carry with you the best wishes
of this government." Dr. Landau was
further the recipient of marks of tne
esteem and friendship of the late
Cardinal Moran,
of Australia, between whom and the

SELECT POSTMASTER BY VOTE.
Marion, Ky., Jan. 17. To decide
which one of several rival aspirants
Khali be postmaster under tile Wilson
administration, this city has fixed
upon the novel expedient of holding
a (special election at which the citizens may make the choice. A regit.
Intion ballot bearing the names of
lite difiVreiit a!lraii!
lias been
niitt-i- l
Jor this nil :t ion, wm-lwill
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troitDled with partial paralysis are ofen very much benefited
the affected
by massaging
parts,
thoroughly when applying Chamber
Iain's Liniment. Tills liniment also!
relieves ihpumatic pahis. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
LAWYERS IN SESSION.
Columbia, 8 C Jan. 17 Mnny law.
j'oi't mid jmlBtM of note were In
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Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Wm. G.

President

Ilaydon

H. W. Kelly
D, T. Hoskins

Vice President

Treasure'

Interest PeJd on Deposits

WHY 17 PAYS TO' BUY
ABVERTSSEi
Because the advertiser has done something to. inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is
at,take.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in mating the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but i1
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, be.
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods
It
it

i

V,

hi' t
(lulu

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
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LAS

FRANCE

Tuberculosis
Saved liiis Maa s life

BALLOTS

OF PRESIDENT
TODAY
INDICATIONS ARE THE REPUBLIC
WILL CHOOSE A STATESMAN
OF EMINENCE

Presidents of Third Republic
L. A. Thiers
Marshal MaoMahon. . .1873-187....1879-188Jules Grevy
Marie F. S- - Carnot. . .1867-1891871-187-

t

3

9

7

f

4

f

Jean Casimir Perier. .1894-189- 3
Felix Francois Faure. .1805-1896
Emila Loubet
Armand Fallieres ...1906-1919

f

3

4

f

1899-190-

'

Paris, Jan. 17. Early this morning
the senators, deputies and an army of
press representatives were off for Versailles, where the members of the two
classes first named, meeting in Joint
session as the national assembly, are
expetced before the day Is over to
select the successor of M. Fallieres
as president of France. The new president, whoever he may be, will assume office one month hence.
In France the constitution, which in
this respect represents the recoil
from the Napoleonic system of plebiscites, does not admit citizens to
any direct vote in the election of the
chief executive of the nation. The
president is elected by the senate and
the chamber of deputies united In
convention at Versailles.
It is a noticeable fact, however, that
the general public has manifested far
more interest in the present election
than ever before since the setting up
of the third republic. Public sentiment with regards to the presidency
a radical
seems to be undergoing
change. Heretofore the president has
been looked upon as little more than
a figurehead. Now the people seem
to want something more than a figurehead at the Elysee. Recently the
newspapers of all shades of opinion
have been pointing out that, for one
thing, the present state of European
politics and the prospect of the immediate future in the Balkans make it
desirable that the highest office in the
state should be held by a French
statesman who is able to speak nnd
act with an authority derived from
personal eminence and frnm political
experience.
It is believed that th3 choie? of the
general assembly will fall upon one
of four candidates M. Raymond Poin.
care, the prime minister and minister
of foreign affairs ; M. Alexandre Ribot,
former prime minister; M. Paul
president of the chamber of
deputies, and M. Antonin Dubost, president of the senate. Other names
mentioned include those of M. Delcas-ae- ,
minister of marine; M. Pams, minister of agriculture, and M. Clemen-ceau- ,
former prime minister.
M. Poincare, M. Ribot and M.
are well known to this fellow
citizens and enjoy high respect It
is noted that all three are members
of the Academy of France, and as,
to all appearances, they are the three
leading candidates, it is anticipated,
with some satisfaction, that the next
president of the republic will, like
Thiers and Bonaparte, be a member
of the institute a position wh!ch signifies to Franco and to the whole
l,

Des-chan-

Pntmiuortlii is a serious
ami
orieii lays tile foundation for diseiiaiy
cUroiik: lung
troulili-sometimes Tulien-ulimiresults.
After Pneumonia, or any serious or stuli
lioru cold, It is wise to take Kckiuuiis Alterative. Don't wait to tiud
whether
the trouble is getting worse,out but tuke
KekuiuiiR Alterative in time mid avoid
the dangers of disease.
Head of the
recovery in tlii easi
3:Hi So. 41st Kt., Puila., Pa.
Gentlemen : 1 am Betting alont very
nicely and earning strength all the time.
I now
weigh 154 pounds, a gain sinee
September lti. 1IKI7, of J8 pounds more
than when 1 first started to take the AlI wish 1 liaii known of it tfi
terative.
years mko. as it wouh' have saved me
much inisciy and distils. I was suffrom u very serious abscessed
feringI'liitf, wlii.'li followed a bad attack of
pneumonia. My physician and a specialist
declared my case hopeless.
I cannot
but
be thankful to yoi and the Almiulity
l foil
fi
the Kreaf hlessiiiR and change
"f health it lias hroutbt me."
Sworn Affidavit)
T1IOS. KK1T.LY.
(Five years later, reports: Rood health.)
I.'ckman's Alterative is effective in r.ieii-chilis- .
Asthma, llay Fever: Throw and
I.uiik Troubles, anil in upbuilding flic
system. Ixies not contain poisons, opiates
ur
drugs. Ask for hook'et
tellinif of recoveries, and write to Kckman
Laboratory, riiiiydclpliin. I'n.. for more evidence. For sale by ail leading druggist
E. G. Murphey
Central Drug Co.

world that he is above the level of
any mere political clique.
M. Poicare has constantly been in
the public eye since he formed his remarkable ministry a year ago this
month. He has been in politics since
1887, when he entered the chamber ot
deputies. At the age of 52 he was
minister of public instruction and subsequently he served twice as minis
ter of finance. His present tenure of
office has been signalized by a suc
cession of important French Initiatives in connection with the BalKan
crisis, while in home affairs he has
identified himself with electoral reform and proportional representation,
of which he has always been a zealous advocate.
Ribot is perhaps the most dignified figure in French political life, and
is t'.e survivor of the great parliamentary period of the foundation of the
third republic. As foreign minister in
the early '90s he perhaps did more
than anyone else to bring about the
allegiance between France and Russia.
The wife of M. Ribot is an American
woman, formerly Miss Mary Burch of

i.

Chicago.
M. Deschanel, though 55, is one of
the youngest of all the candidates. He
inherits his strong republicanism, for
he was born in Brussels, where his
father was in exile for denouncing
Napoleon III, because he overturned
the republic. M. Deschanel is a learn
ed author, a graceful writer and a
speaker of almost classical finish. As
president of the chamber of deputid
he has long been one of the foremost
figures in French public life.
TO FINISH SURVEY
Albuquerque, N. Mi., Jan. 17. The
survey of Bernalillo county, half com
pleted, will be finished within six
months. So declared John L. Zimmerman, of Las Vegas, following a conference today with District Attorney
M. U. Vigil, in which the entire sur
vey situation was gone over in detail.
After the conference Mr Zimmerman

announced that the arrangements
made by the county for the 'Completion of the work are satisfactory to
him and that he will put engineers
in the field again as quickly as he is
officially notified by the county commissioners to proceed with the contract Mr. Zimmerman will finish
the work with the understanding that
he will not receive payment until January and July 1914. The survey will
be of great benefit to Albuquerque
and Bernalillo county and the announcement by Mu. Zimmerman that
it will be finished before July 1 will
be received with much pleasure.

Cemmorclal Traveler Uses It
for Colds and Pneumonia
Charles W. Gittleman,
38 years old, and family
have used Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey since 1906,
when his doctor ordered it
used as a medicinal tonic
"I have used Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey as a medicinal tonic since
1906. I had pneumonia and. was
directed by my family physician
to use Duffy's. It did toe a great
deal of good and ever since it has
been used by my family. I am
.1
OQ
' - x?
oo
r,
,
years 01 age anu a commercial
j
traveler. Am outdoors a great
deal, and find this medicine a
worthy stimulant and good preventive of colds, etc., for which I cheerfully recommend it." Charles W,
Gittleman, 168"4 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Bmfy's Pure DaltUkilotei

Is a safeguard in Winter against serious diseases, if used as directed. You can
d
and daugefous.
before It becomes
break up a cold with Dully
I'of men and women who (ire exposed to Wintry bluets and
row, wet weiillief it is n eflective protection. It is pure and
i
In tliroitt, luiijf and utomwh troubles. It overcome
conditions of body, bruin
wualing BinJ
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SMALLESTCORNER

DISCOVERED NEAR
FINANCIAL CENTER; AREA
IS TWO SQUARE FEET

New

York, Jan. 17. As a result
of the tabulation of the city's most
unusual pieces of property, what is
probably the most freakish bit of
real estate in the world has just been
discovered here in the shape of a
corner plot in the lower part of tne

city where corners are generally
sold at hundreds of thousands, if not
millions of dollars. The corner in
question, however, is valued at only
fifty dollars. The low valuation is
partly explained by its size, or lack
of size, since it is believed to be
the smallest corner lot in the world,
and on this to a great extent depends
its claim to freakishness. A derby
hat would almost cover the property
in question which is so small that a
baby could not stand on it without
encroaching cn city property. It
is impossible to erect r.ny sort of a
structure upon it, and yet it is a
corner and is taxed by the city as
such.
According to the records of
the tax department this tiny property has a frontage on one street of
one foot and four inches; on the
other of one foot and two inches
and a rear line of just one foot. The
mite of land which is within half
a mile of the center of the world's
greatest financial district, is what
was left as the result of street extensions put vhrough by the city. A
search of the records of the tax department has revealed the fact that
not far from this corner 'e another
which is probably the second smallest and cheapest in the city. This
chip of land, which is about twice
the size of the title holder, is hardly
noticeable to the passerby, but It Is
valued for tax purposes at $100 and
has the distinction ot being the only
corner at that price in the city. Directly across from this corner is another on which is located what is
probably the smallest building In the
city, built on a Jot eleven by fourteen feet, and capable of holding on
ly two persons. The smallest house
in the city as revealed by recent research, is threl! feet Bix inches wide,
twenty-twfeet long and two stories
the narrowest frontage
while
high,
is that of a downtown strip which
while It is 94 feet deep is only two
o

Inches wide.

Better Laws Are Needed
After years of discussion concerning the need of more adequate immigration laws, the matter has now
come to a head here and a movement has been launched which it is
hoped will result in the remedying
(of existing conditions, particularly
by excluding more carefully from
this country aliens suffering from
mental disorders whether Jn the advanced or early stages. While the
movement has taken fofm here, it is
of the greatest interest to the whole
country, since it is at this port that
something like a million immigrants
arrive each year, many of whom
scatter to all parts of the country.
The movement now under way as
the result of the efforts of persons
(interested in mental hygienei pr
poses to bring the need of reform
forcibly to the attention ot congress,
and numbers among its supporters
members of many of the influential
organizations Buch' as the Immigration Committee of the American
Association, officers of the National Committee for
Mental Hygiene, the Committee of
One Hundred) on National Health,
others equally important Resolution are being sent to Congress cov-- ;
ering existing needs In this connection which recommend among other
making it
thlings that regu.atlons
possible to deport an immigrant who
becomes Insane after his arrival in
this country, unless it can be shown
that his condition aTises from causes
occurring- after his landing, and the
exan JJaatlon of immigrants at the
time of embarkation at foreign ports,
as well as the fining of transportation companies brmglng !to this
country mentally defective immigrants whose condition could have
been determined by proper Inspection at the time of their sailing. The
great need for such restrictive regulations is shown by the fact that
the cost of caring for the alien insane In this state alone amounts to
nearly $3,500,000 a year, while the
cost to the whole country is of
course many times greater.
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Skin
Between Knee and Ankle.
Loose. Leg Dark Red. Cuticura
Ointment Entirely Cured Her.
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ITCHING AND BURNING

SPOTS

Spreading AU Over Face. Sometime Sores.
Gaston, Ore. "I had itching and burning
spots all over my face. It came out In
rough places and itched and burned all the
time. It was spreading all over my face.
Sometimes there were sores, and they were
red and inflamed. I washed the affected
parts off with tbe Cuticura Soap, then
I only put it
applied Cuticura Ointment.
on three times and the sons were all gone.'!
(Signed) Chas. Wahl, Dec. 27, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-Skin Book. Address post-car- d
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
-- Tender-faced
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c Sample free.

eremely rich gold mins at Coney Island. While the mine is not a permanent one, it nevertheless caused
a veritable rush to the sands which
for a short time proved richer even
than those of Nome.
From them
within a few hours was taken wealth

estimated conservatively at from
$10,000 to tlo.OOO. The gales, however; did not uncover any store of
treasure hidden there by nature, but
instead caused the seas to wash up
on the beaqh all sorts of jewelry
that was lost in the vicinity by careless wearers during the past summer.
The first find in the shape of a valuable gold watch had hardly been
made before word of it spread a
broad, and within a few hours thousands of persons were combing the
sands in search of treasure.
That
their search was productive of much
wealth is shown by
partial tabulation of their findings which Included a
dozen gold watches, eleven rings Bet
with either diamonds, rubies of emer-ads- ,
thirty-on- e
stick pins, forty-tw- o
numerous.neck chains,
bracelets,
nearly J300 in currency, and garter
buckles, sleeve links, watch fobs and
other jewelry of tne same sort almost without mention.
In addition
to these the sea yielded up pots,
pans and kettles almost without
number so that altogether, the gales
provided a store of wealth richer
than any witntn the memory of the
oldest beach frequenter.
Exports Are Significant
An event which although unheralded" and unnoticed by the general
pubjic marked a step in a great industrial conflict quite as significant
as would be the entrance of the Balkan colonies into Constantinople, in
a political sense, was the appear-anoc-e
in the New York market at
the beginning o.f the year of sugar
made from American grown sugv
beets. At the same time came the
announcement that two of the great
refineries here handling foreign
grown sugar had closed down throwing, 1,800 men out of employment.
The cause given was "inability to
get raw supplies," which means of
course that the bringing in of homegrown sugar had put prices down to
such a level that the .refiners could
not find a profit in competing with
it While this condition lis only temporary as the supply of American beet
of the
sugar is only about
total consumption of the country, it
is the opinion of experts that its effect will be to keep sugar prices low
throughout the year It is premature,
however, for consumers to rejoice
loo greatly in the Delief that permanent competition, has been found
for the Sugar Trust and Its fellow
-

one-fift-

m

refiners. The effect of their present
setback and loss of position no doubt
will be a redoubling of the efforts
to secure the admission of foreign
sugar free of Juty. The refiners
have been working hard to bring
this about believing that it will put
an end to sugar production in the
United States and leave them in undisputed nomination of the market
Gotham Is Banner Baby City
Whatever other vicissitudes it may
have passed through during the past
year, New York found 1912 a banner
year for babies. Not only were more
infants born during the past twelve
months but a smaller percentage of
them died than ever before. Indeed
the figures covering, infant mortality
constitute the most remarkable feature of the city's record health year.
While the general death rate was
reduced durtng tne year from 15.13
percent to 14.11 percent, or a little
more than one per cent, the rate
for infants under one year was reduced six percent. There were during the year 14,289 deaths of babies
under one year of age from all
causes in the city of New York, as
compared with 15,053 deaths during
1911.
At the same time the numner
of births in the city increased by
1,081. In this ratio, the figures show
a saving of 884 babies and an. actual
saving of 764. An analysis of the report containing these figures indicates that the improvement in the
saving of baby life was not due to
luck or weather conditions, but "O
the campaign which das been carrieAs a
d1 on against baby diseases
result New York now feels entitled
to claim that among large municipalities is. is the most oestrable destination for the stork, at least so far as
a chance for life for the baby goes.

-
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"Anxious Wife." Give 10 to 15 drops
of the following in water before each
meal and your child will soon be cur
ed of bedwetting: Comp. fluid balm- wort, 1 oz.; tincture cubebs, 1 dram;

tincture rhusaromatic,

2

i

drams.
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Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 17. The New
"Elsie M." writes: "I have ench
Mexico State Press association held short, stringy, straggly hair and my
a very interesting and profitable meet- scalp Is full of dandruff. Please ading yesterday morning at the large vise me what to do."
assembly room in the Old Palace. Mat
Answer:
The best advice I can

ters of Interest to the members were
discussed, and action taken in several
very important questions.
One of the principal matters dis
cussed was newspaper legislation, and
upon motion. President Nestor Montoya appointed a legislative committee
of Antonio Lucero, James S. Black and
Karl W. Greene, to do what they cou,Id
for the interests of the newspapers
during the present session of the legislature.
A letter from Secretary J. H Tou
louse, expressing his regret at not be
ing able to attend the meeting, was
read, and the position of assistant secretary was created, and Karl W.
Greene named for the position.
A committee consisting of Frank
Staplin, Henry Fincke and W. F.
Brogan was appointed to call on the
various state officers and leave with
them a list of the members of the association with the request that the
published reports of the various departments be sent to the members.
The officers of the association were
empowered to select and order a
badge for the association and supply
the members with them.
Various other minor matters were
discussed, and the meeting adjourned
to meet again at Albuquerque next
fall, during the state fair, when officers will be elected.
The newspapers represented in the
city were:
The Pantagraph, Wagon Mound, and
El Combate, Mora, by Bias Sanchez.
The Optic, East Las Vegas, Herbert
-

offer is simple. Get at a well Blocked drug store a 4 oz. jar of plain
yellow minyol, directions accompanying, and use it regularly. It promotes
a healthy, vigorous growth of hair
and stops falling hair. If the hair
Is harsh and straggling it restores a
soft, fluffy appearance, and brings
back the intense natural color.
"Hazelle" says: "I would certainly appreciate something that would
increase my weight, and take away

that languid feeling which I am subject to most of the time. My blood
Is weak and watery and my appetite
is poor."
Answer: Your condition is very
easily overcome if you will follow
the directions given below. Ask your
e
druggist for three-graitablets and take according to the
directions and your weight will increase. These tablets promote assimilation, absorption and aid digestion,
transform the complexion and figure. They are prescribed by physicians and are perfectly harmless.
They should be taken regularly for
several months and you can depend
upon gaining flesh and that languid
feeling will vanish completely.
n

hypo-nuclan-

mm

"D. E. G." writes:
"My rheumat
ism is getting worse all the time. I
am getting so stiff that it makes It
very hard for me to get rround."

Answer: Do not worry about your
rheumatism as tnat can be very easi
ly cured by using the following: Get
W. Clark.
at the drug store the Ingredients
The Sun, Tucumcarl, by J. W. named and mix thoroughly and take
a teaspoonfui at. meal time, and agaia
Campbell.
The Enterprise
Farmlngton, ny at bed time and you will soon be enFrank Staplin.
tirely cured of that disagreeable
rheumatism. Purchase 2 drams
La Bandera Americana, Albuquer
f
of iodide of potassium;
que, by Nestor Montoya.
The Journal, Clovis, T. J. Mabry.
The Santa Fe New Mexican, by W.
V. Brogan, J. W. Giddings and C. M.
:is-ea-

one-hal-

nw-dc-
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"Can you tell
"Musician" asks:
me how to overcome a bronchial
trouble which manifests itself after
singing, by a tickling- In the throat,
hoarseness and a slight cough?"
Answer:, Obtain a bottle of essence mentho-laxen- e
and use it pure,
or make into a cough syrup by mixing with ordinary granulated tugar
or honey. Directions for use and
how tQ make accompany the package.
It makes a full pint of effective, pleas
ant couh syrup and cures all 'hroat
and bronchial trouble.
-

"Mrs. G. B" writes: "I suffer a
deal with stomach disorders.
Heavy feeling efter eating, heart palpitation, wind and gas on stomach,
etc. Am restless
and irritable.
Afraid to eat a hearty meal. Sometimes great pain. I fear appendicit
is."
Answer: The neglect of constipa- tion and indigestion is the most fre- It i3
quent cause ot appendicitis.
better to prevent than to cure by
an operation. I advise that you obtain tablets triopeptine and take according to directions accompanying
sealed carton. They are pink, white
and blue to be taken morning, nooa
and night respectively, I think many
cases of appendicitis could be prevented by using triopeptine intelligently.
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K. K. K. asks:

"I am gTOw'g more
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pounds too much now.
ed and want to reduce. Please ad- vise what to take?"
Answer: You need not be alarm- ed if you will begin taking
arbolene tablets. Those tablets reduce usually at the rate of a pound
a day after the first few days. Any
druggist can supply them in sealed
tubes with full directions.
,
"Poor H." writes: "My health is
very poor on account of & long,
standing constipation. I have to
pills or something all the time. Can
you prescribe something to take th..t
will cure chronic constipation?"
Answer: Constipation is probablv
the cause of more illness than any
other thing. Most remedies only r- lieve the trouble and never cure.
sul- - herb
always prescribe three-graitablets
(not sulphur tablets), and
have found them most reliable and
gradually curative. They act plpas- antly and tone up the bowels and Ur- er, while purifying the blood.
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"Mrs. C. C." writes: Can you prescribe a tonic for one who is sleepless, nervous, hysterical, thin and
getting thinner. Have little appetite and am "restless day and night"
Answer:
The following if nsed
for several weeks will gradually restore and strengthen your nervous
system:
Compound syrup of
5 ozs. tincture cadomen
1 oz. (not cardamon).
Mix, shaka
well and take a teaspoonful before
each meal.

The association now has a membership of over 50, and with 1ta nominal
The Independent, Silver City, by dues, and advantages offered to memW. B. Walton.
bers, it is epeetod to li ip a"
j i
The Review, Fort Sumner, by M. P. Vers in the state enrolled 1 v
t e
Manzanares.
the next meeting is held next O "
The Eagle, Santa Fe, by A. J.
Tbe officers wcip f ii,"
io :
Loomis.
i
chase an oflicLil pr . s I
The Pioneer News, House, by J. L. will hereafter be tan. f
House.
New Mexico Plate I'lfi ;
- The Journal, Albuquerque, by David This marks a nt w .ti i t i
Ii. Lane.
work in thu fel.ito ,"jd i e
The Il'irald, Albuquerque, by James j newspaper m i., b. o "
S. Blacl?.
united for t; ,
La levfsia Calolica, Lai
by Mn a!Ja f ,'r
rather' ?,t:iii .I :';,!'!
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ounce of wine of colchicum; 4 drams
of sodium salicylate; 1 oz. comp.
fluid balmwort; 1 oz. comp. essence
cardiol; and 5 ozs. of syrup sarsap-ajilljThis has cured thousands
and I am sure it will cure yon.

Stauffen.

S. S. S. Is one of the oldest of medicines; it was prepared and used by the
Indian Medicine Man hundreds of years ago in the treatment of all blood
disorders. Of course it did not then bear its present name, but the formulafor
compounding it was just what it is today, and its results then as now, entirely satisfactory to those who used it. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots,
herbs and barks without the addition of a particle of mineral. It is the
widest known and the best acting blood purifier before the public today.
This great remedy cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin
Diseases, Scrofula, Specific Blood Poison and any and all blood infections
and impurities. No one need fear to use S. S. S. It is perfectly safe for
any system, and its fine vegetable tonic eflects eweially recommend it to
!
a blood purifier. S.S.S.
all weak, debilitated tiersons who may be in
-i
into tbe circulation end removes every
bumoror poison Jr('"i
purtuie of impurity,
ad r.i.' i,,.
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BY PR. LEWIS BAKEK.
The questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases sro given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, Colstreets,
lege Bldg., College-EllwooDayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given but
only initials or fictitious name will
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

"La Rue" writes: "For many yean
suffered with stomach and
bowel trouble which has been caused
by a severe case of catarrh. My blood
is also in a poor condition. What
can be done for me?"
Answer: If you follow the directions given below you will soon be
well and strong again. Obtain the
following from any well stocked drug
store and mix by shaking well, then
take a teaspoonful four times dafly
Syrup sarsaparilla comp. 4 ozs., comp
fluid balmwort, 1 oz., fluid ext
Buchu, 1 oz. Use in connection with
this the following local treatment:
e
Get a 2 oz. package of antiseptic
powder and make a catarrh balm
by mixing one ounce of lard or vasePRESS ASSOCIATION
line with a level teaspoonful of the
powder and use In the nostrils daily.
TO WORK FOR LAWS Also make a wash of one pint of
f
warm water and
teaspoonful of Vilane powder and use two or
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE IS AP three times a day until the nostrils
POINTED AT SESSION IN SANare thoroughly cleansed and your
TA FE YESTERDAY
trouble will soon be" gone.

o mm mm.
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The Doctor's Answers on
Health and Ceauty Questions
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200 Fuller St.. Redwood. Cal. "My
daughter tipped a basin of hot
water on ber leg between knee and ankle.
She was burned so badly, in places as large
as a man's hand, that the skin was loose.
The appearance of the leu was dark red.
I applied the Cuticura Ointment at oace
1 removed
and put on a bandage.
the
bandage twenty four hours later, opened
the water blisters, applied more Cuticura
Ointment and bandaged again. Tbe skin
did not come off and 1 did this tint.!! cho
was completely cured. I did not let her
walk much until it was healed. Bbe did
not complain after the Bret day, and after
the Cuticura Ointment was put on, slept
as usual. Tbe scare aro gone: Cuticura
Ointment entirely cured her." (Signed)
Mrs. . O. Chapman, Mar. 12, 1912.
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ESTABLISHED

that Tail was the real choice of far
more than' "a 'majority of the republi
cans of the country. Even disregard
vote, safely as
ing the
sumed to be largely republican, the
unprecedented democratic vote in
many of f.he decisive states proves
that many hundreds of thousands or
republicans voted for Wilson to defeat
Roosevelt, even though the total Wil
son vote ig 104,919 less than the Bryan
vnt nr four years ago. This show
demoing conclusively proves that the
cratic candidate would have suffered
a more humiliating defeat than Par
ker in 1904 had it not been for the
Roosevelt defection which succeeded
in turning the scale in states normal
The radical difference
ly republican.
in the attitude of the republicans as
between .Taft and Roosevelt is this:
Roosevelt polled every vote that really
favored him, while between 1,000,000
and 1,500,000 republicans either voted
for AVilson or stayed at home. But
for the Roosevelt apostacy It is entirely conservative to estimate . that
Wilson would have polled fewer than
votes and that Taft would
,0fl0,0u
have polled nearly twice that many,
the largest total in the history of the
stay-at-hom- e
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QIUBINE CONTROLS
COAST SHIPPING
PRESIDENT OF tTEAMSHi'
PANY T5LLS HOUSE COMMITTEE 9.1ME FACTU

COM-

THE

UNITED
STATES NAVAL
ACADEMY SHOWS
REMARKABLE CONDITION EXISTS.

Atlantic
17
Jan.
Washington,
coast shipping trade is practically
controlled by a combine of the A'Un-ti- q
Gulf and West India Steamshio
company. New York and Porto Rico
y
Steamship company, Clyde line,
Insuthe
and
line, Eastern line,
lar line, according to A. H. Bull, president of the A. H. Bull Steamship
company, who testified today before
the house shipping trust committee.
The combination, Mr. Bull said, operated under agreements with the
railroads, by which the railroads ree
with any independfused) to
ent lines on less than full cargoes.
Hei added It was almost impossible
forj a Independent company to secure wharfage facilities, because the
the
railroads owned or controlled
terminals at most of the ports.

In his annual report to the secretary of the navy, the sugeon-genera- !
of the navy has collected the statistics of the subsequent health of 580
midshipmen who were m
the naval academy during the 20
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
years from 1892 to 1911 inclusive.
Daily, by Carrier:
were gathered for
These statistics
Vfil Copy
,....$ 05
the purpose of comparison with a corIB
se Wek
responding set secured last yer.r with
65
CiLe Month
of
regard to the subsequent
7.50
One Year
622 men who had represented the
Daily by Mail
naval academy in the crew, on the
One Tar
football team and In other forms of
3.00
mix Months
strenuous athletic , conjes for ( the
same period.
Any comparison between the two
STOCK
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
country.
In this matter should of
groups
the
was
GROWER
vote
898,119,
socialist
The
In favor of the athletes,
course
result
V-One Toar
prohibition rote 203,319 and the so
are
not
for
only picked men, but COLORADO FAVORS THE
they
The
vote
tx Months
29,061.
cialist labor
phenom
as the surgeon-genera- l
says, twice seenal Increase In the socialist vote is
men.
lected
They are the
picked
cne of the disquieting features of the
DIRECT ELECTION LAW
men who, It would reasonably be sup
Casa in Advance for Mall Subscrip
remem
is
when
It
situation, especially
would
to
best
able
be
resist
tions)
posed,
bered that hundreds of thousands of
Remit by draft, check or money
the real effects of overtraining and
disgruntled voters cast their ballots
SENATE OF THAT STATE ADOPTS
order, if sent otherwise we will not for Roosevelt, wheeras
overstraining and who should, other
would
they
RESOLUTION
APPROVING
conditions being equal, possess a
responsible for loss.
have voted for Debs If Roosevelt had
AMENDMENT.
THE
on
free
of
applica not
Specimen copies
degree,
been a candidate. The socialist comparatively greater
tion.
health and longevity. But this has
vote more than doubled, Debs receiving
Jan. 17. The Colorado
Denver,
not proved to be the case. It has
420,798 In 1908, 'which was only 20,000
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
been found that from those diseases senate today adopted a concurrent
more than he received In 1904. When
to which athletics have a possible or resolution approving the proposed
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
Is noted that Roosevelt on his so
it
to the federal constituPAID FOR
relation there has been but amendment
cialistic platform and Debs on an probable
tion,
providing for direct election of
one death
as
among
avowed socialist platform polled a to
United
States senators. Action by the
Advertisers are guaranteed the
compared ..1th six for the athletic
tal of 5,066,fi38 votes, the extent of
house is expected Monday. The
ser
in
Of
men
circulation
the
the
still
and
weekly
Srgeet daily
the groundless dissatisfaction with ex group.whose
vice
records show abnormal claims of J. C. Nixon, progressive
f any newspaper In northern New
conditions may be appreciated
candidate for lieutenant governor at
isting
Waxioo.
physical conditions, 187 are non-atthe last election, as to his right to
letes as against 198 athletes.
that office, will be heard by a joint
most
Probably the
striking arraign
r
x ment
TELEPHONES
r
of the ill effects of strenuous session of the Assembly January 22,
Main 2
under the terms of a resolution
litSINESS OFFICE
competitive athletics is to be found
..Main
NEWS DEPARTMENT
in the degenerative diseases of the adopted by the house. The house alsi
I
a coma
heart, arteries and kidneys which in adopted resolution providing
of
mittee
three
and
representatives
adin
recent years
spite of all our
FRIDAY, JANUARY 17, 1913-two senators to Investigate and rein
vance
In
sanitation
have
greatly
The first annual convention of the
port on conditions iu the northern
Women's National Democratic leagur creased, though the contagions dis
Colorado coal fields, where a strike
UXXKCKSSAUY LEGISLAhave
eases
in
reduced
been
a
remark,
is to be held next week in Washington,
has been in progress for more than
TION
'
able way. The surgeon-genera- l
says:
D. C.
a
year. The house passed on second
"The following conditions or disa
Seven 'newpaiier publishers will be
a state constitutional amendreading
uovci-ncs message
'
to
exces
show
bilities
an
amounting
included' hi ffi'e membership of fee
ment
mills and smelters
making
for
additional legislation
United "States senate after March 4 50 per cent or more among the ath
institutions and subject
the control of the saloon and the sup next.
disvalvular
'
letes:
'
to state control. Tills Is practically
pression of gambling In the state,
William Fllnn is arranging for a ease of the heart, cardiao Irregular
was defeatSuch legislation seems unnecessary. state convention of
cardiac hyper- the same amendment that
pro ity, cardiac dilation,
Pennsylvania
election.
last
the
3,009
ed
at
about
by
The state has good laws for the sup
disturbances, albu
to be held in Harrisburg trophy, gastric
gressives
commitsenate
authorized
the
The
pression of gambling and also a good
minuria, general poor health, obesity
6ome time this month.
tee on privileges ana elections tt
trauSunday closing law, which, if enforc-- Governor Herbert S.
and
and
various
tuberculosis,
'
In the
Hadley of Mis
contest
d by the proper officials, would go
as well. It seems rea summon witnesses
souri is expected to become a candi matic lesions
Trinidad
N.
of
N.
wherein
Wycoff
towards
mind.
iar
appeasing the public
date for United States senator next sonable to suppose that the disabili seeking to obtain the seat of Senator
If tho saloon keeper himself would
ties among the athletic class are
year, to succeed William J. Stone.
Barela.
due to spectacular athleticism Caslmero
obey the law as it now exists, there
largely
The National Democratic League of
would bo tery little sentiment In favor
not
been
would
and
have
acquired
clubs is planning a campaign of club
il more stringent measures for the
overtrainthe country had the overstraining and
throughout
AUTOMOBILE EOBBER
organization
not been indulged In."
regulation of the liquor traffic.
for the national cam- ing
in
preparation
o
The Journal of the American Med
paign in 1916.
Association commenting on the
CONFESSES CKIilES
ical
Thomas R. Mar
FEATURES OP POPULAR
thinks that
surgeon-general'- s
report,
In
to
of
be governor
shall will cease
VOTE
with these facts betore them it will
diana on January 13, on which date
rather difficult for university fac- BUT JAMES A. PERRY REFUSES
be
'
The tabulation of the official figures he will be succeeded by Samuel M. ulties to
TO TELL CHICAGO POLICE
justify the tolerance and
collected by the Associated Press re Ralston.
ACCOMPLICES' NAMES.
which they now give
encouragement
Oscar B. Colquitt governor of Texas,
veals some curious and significant
to Intercollegiate contests and the
tacts in connection with the late elec- is said to aspire to the seat in the training for them. They hurt scholChicago, Jan. 17. James A. Perry,
tion, says the Kansas City Journal. United States 'senate now held by arship, which has always been ad- confessed leader of the band of autoThe total vote is shown to be 15,041,-65- Charles A; Culberson, whose term will mitted, but there seems no room tor mobile bandits who have committed
inS 1917.
', 5
which is only 153,213 more than expire
doubt that they also hurt health. a score of robberies in the past year,
To
elect
by popular vote for a sin Their
that of four years ago, despite the fact
alleged hygienic value was tne firmly refused today to reveal the
that two new states had been admit- gle term of five years every postmas chief excuse for their being.
identity of his associates.
"There were four of us, but I'll nev
ted to the Union in the meantime and ter whose' salary is more than $300 a
er tell the names of my pals," said
that two other states bad granted the year is proposed in a bill introduced
BANKING REFORM.
DEBATE
lot to women. The most conserva- - by Senator liristow of Kansas).
Chicago, 111., Jan, 17. Student de Perry. "I have told all 1 am going
of
Katzenbach
S.
Frank
Trenton, baters
estimates placed the
tlve
the University to about those holdups."
representing
for
Perry slept soundly after making a
of Michigan, University of Chicago
;popular vote at about lfi.500,000, but who was! the democratic candidate
in 1907, has
New
of
Jersey
governor
of his career to Police
someconfession
returns
final
this
reduced
the
and Northwestern university engage
by
decided to enter the race for thei demthing like 1,500,000, or about 10 per
toiiight in their annual triangular Captain Lavin and States Attorney
cent. That a very large proportion ocratic nomination again next fall.
foreiiBic tilt Each institution Is rep- Hoyne last night.
An interesting fact not generally resented in the contest by two teams,
e
Mrs. Pearl Rathjen, who lives in
voters were reof these
New York and one to debate at home and the other the apartment, building where Perry
publicans who did not see fit to sup- known is that Virginia,
of the abroad.
The subject - selected for was arrested, told the police today
port Taft and yet could not bring Ohio have held the presidency
time the debate is, "Resolved, That the plan that he was working as a switchman
the
more
half
than
States
United
themselves to vote for either "Wilson
the beginning of the govern- of banking reform proposed by the in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, vhen she met
rr Roosevelt would appear a safe as- since
;
ment.
national monetary commission should him three years ago.
sumption.
' I had no idea he was robbing
the
candidates
Among
already in be adopted by congress."
Of the total of 13.011,05:1, the presi
dent-elereceived 0,303,003, the com the field to succeed United States Sen
people," she said. "I thought he
was working' nights in some respectFOR A. A. U. MAT TITLES.
vote being 8,738,592 ator Bradley of Kentucky are former
bined
'
! ''
C. W. Beckham und Rei
Governor
J.
reason!
'
score
17
Jan.
several
able business.'
111.,
Cliicngo,
rather rudely dispelling any
D.
H.
A..
was
he
'(). Stanley and
Admission of Perry that it
of picked Wrestlers representing the
for Wilson's belief that lil is the real j resentatives
,r princlpa athletic clubs of this sec- who fired the shots at Policeman
choice of the American people for the 'Smith.
"Word Pitihot; the former United tion of the country have gathered Itf Fred Sticken, who was wounded by
hm,eh thin fii(Wnie of
Siai,es
forester, who: is generally re Chicago td take part in the annual automobile bandits at West Monroe
two and a half millions 2,435
as the cause of the split be championships of the Central Ama- street and Fifth avenue, led to a puzgarded
number
ween
the
529, to be exact 4et
'
Colonel teur Athletic Union. The contests are
!tuation,inasmuch as Sticken
zling
of those who wanted him elected and tween Prfsiilont Taft and
govto
the
to
said
Roosevelt,-Iraspire
slated for the Illinois Athletic club, already had identified Albert Charest
those who did not is accompanied by
beginning with the elimination bouts and James Mitchetl as the robbers
the nstonlKhig fact that he receives ernorship of Pennsylvania.
Encouraged by the results of the tonight and concluding with the fin- who shot him from the automobile.
greater electoral majority than any
recent electitm in Kansas and several als to morrow.
Mitchel and Charest have been booked
president in the history of the repubwoman's
on a charge of assault to murder the
lic. In the electoral college his vote other states, the advocates of
wi'.r be 435, Roosevelt being credited suffrage propose to make , the granting WESTERN SKATING CHAMPIONS. policeman, but both deny the accusaof ballot rights to the wofnen a lead
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. I7.The open- tion,
with SS and Taft with 8v
Walter Scott, 20 years old, arrested
Another Interesting Illusion that is ing issue this winter In the lgSsla ing day of the annual tournament of
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Minnesota,
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assort
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 17 Bear traders
uncovered further weak spots, and
their ability to force liquidation caused the bulls to cease buying the lead-

01

ing securtles. For a time the list
gave a good account ot ltseir, and tho
short interest showed some uneas-nes- s
over the response of the market
to moderate purchases. Then in quick
order came breaks in the fertilizer,
telephone lead and rubber stocks,
which were followed by recessions in
Bonds
the active list of 1 to
were Bteady.
Extreme weakness developed on
stocks.
heavy offerings of leading
Steel and Reading fell 2 points under yesterdays closing, and went be61
low Tuesday's lowest, touching
and 181, respectively;. Other important shares lost 1 to 26. while some
of the low priced specialties sagged
5 and 6 points. Support was given to
the list before 1 o'clock and prices
rallied fractionally and trading be-

w(

..r

'p

1.

came dull.
'
Reading

;

succumbed to pressure
again but the general market offered
resistance and made some headway
upward. Shorts were buyers around
the low levelB and some demand for
the long account was created by the
protracted decline.
Copper shares reflected the adjustment of metal prices, Duslness being
done at 16
against the long main-taiefigure of 17.
The market closed steady. A more
cheerful feeling developed as the session drew to a close.
A good rally was effected without
meeting the( customary large selling
orders, which induced a more widespread demand from the short interest, and the day's losses in the principal slocks were virtually made up.
Reading was almost the only important issue in which the net los3 exceeded a fraction. The closing sales
were:
72
Amalgamated Copper
.115'S
Sugar

-

J

1

Electric Signs Make

104

1181

s.'-

I -

ft

Newspaper Advertising
More Effective

fe if"?' n(T!"'i?

gala
Newspaper advertising imforms the reader

about what you have to sell.
near your store at the time.'

Perhaps he may not

be

But your Electric Sign catches his eye when

he is neat your store. It reminds him of what you
advertised. He is impelled to enter.

Your Electric Sign is the link between his
dc$ire to have a thing and the act of securing it. Then,
too, think of all the transient trade your sign will draw.

Employ This Salesman
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman

you can employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
message burns through the night, positively attracting
trade.

The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
low

and the expense of maintaining and lighting

small

is

'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
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co.

Douglas Avenue

615

Atchison

Northern Pacific

-
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-

jOvAJ

112

Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd

.1058
157
62 ;i
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Jan. 17. drain traders
were In a bearish mood when the
markets opened today and all prices
eased during the first hour and then
steadied. May wheat opened
higher to a shade lower at 94
to
94
and sold to
where some
demand became manifest. The close
was steady, May
down at 93
May corn opened a shade lower to
a shade higher at 52
to 52
and
declined to 51. The close was weak,
lower at 51.
May
May oats, opening
higher to un- ' to
34
at
to
34, declined
hcanged
Chicago,.-- .

"

THE OLD RELIABLE

IN WAGON

9394

33.

May pork, opened 5 down at $18.65
down
May lard a shade up to
at $10.0710.10 to $10.02, and
May ribs a shade higher to a shade
to $10. The quolower at $10.02

25

ii'

tations:

93;

Wrheat, May

tember

89.

Corn, May

ber

53.'

51;
33;

i7

y.,

90; Sep
52; Septem33; Septem-

July

July

Oats, May
July
ber 33.
Pork, Jan $l8.50;"May $18.77.
c
Lard, Jan. $9.95; May $10.10i
Ribs, Jan. $9.95; May $10.05.
KANSAS CITY

4

'

r,ini,

Gross, Kelly & Co.

LJVE STOCK

Sole Agents

Kansas City, January 17. Cattle, receipts 1,000, Including 200 southerns.
Market strong. Native steers $8.75
8.50; southern steers $6 7. TO; southern cows and heifers $3.75l.25; native cows and heifers $1.75i5)7 50;
stockers and feeders $6.757.75;
bulls $56.50; calves ?6.5010.25;
western steers $68; western cows
$3. 75 6. 50.
Hogs, receipts

Muslin Uiderwear, Embroidery and
White Goods Sale Will Continue

Thru-ou- t

to

Market
4,500.
cents higher. Bulk of sales $7.20
7.40: heavy $7.35i&7.45; packers and
and butchers 57.2507.40; lights $7.10
7.30; pigs $6.257.
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market strong.
Muttons .$4. 506; lambs $7.509.00;
range wethers and yearlings $5. SOW
8.00; rage ewes $3.505.50.
5

10

the Month.

!

OFF-MUSLI-

1-- 3

1--

IS OVERRULED
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 17. Judge
Raynolds, in the district court, yester-

if.

a demurrer entered by

Attorney Summers Burkhart for the
Journal Publishing company, defendant, to the suits filed by Dr. John W.
Colbert and Mrs. Agnes Averyt, asking damages of $10,000 each because
of the publication of an article by
Coral Clyce, wxlety editor, alleged to
havB been libelous. In the complaint
It wan alleged that the arthla claimed to J'UVii bitcti lib'-liiilon NovtiiuW 17,

publish
!')!!, und

iiiiiiri!)' i lOiit'Mli 4 iii'1'
ilieUm
i Mild t.nt ),t:
I,i

Tb"
i "'"I

ALL COATSTliE

F

i)

l

!''

STORE OF QUALITY"

f
J

d

ALL SUITS

ALL DRESSES

WHS

on NiAnii.her

OFF EMBROIDERY

OFF ALL WHiTfi GOODS

5

DEMURRER

day overruled

UNDERWEAR

'i

I!

Ikit it

J.
i

il.LAC XCGAS,

J

I.
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Spring 1913
A complete ' line of Spring
Dress Ginghams and percales,
36 Inches wide, in plaids,
stripes, checks and solid colors. Warranted fast colors.

a

Buy early and get

good

se-

lection.
We are showing a full assortment of Ironclad Galatea,
Princess Cheviots, Soiesettes
and Poplins.
THE POPULAR PRICE STORH

Hoffmen

&

Ginberlli

Agents for

SHOES
HOLEPROOF
HENDERSON

HOSIERY.
CORSETS.

NEW IDEA 10c. Patterns.
Telephone Main 104.

MAYOR DISCHARGES
OFFICER MURPHY
REMOVES FOR A TRIVIAL REASON
ONE OF BEST POLICEMEN IN
VEGAS' HISTORY
Mayor Robert J. Taupert has discharged Night Police Officer Pierce
Murphy and appointed E. C. Ward to
succeed him. The reason for this ac
tion, it Is stated, is that Murphy
to obey orders.
It is rumored, and nrobably not
without cause, that Murphy Incurred
the displeasure of the mayor because
he refused to get out and work fo
the defeat of Justice D. R. Murray at
the last electiom While the mayor
was busily engaged In trying to get
Murray defeated, Murphy was at home
asleep on election day.
Having determined to get rid of
Murphy if he cold not keep Murray
the mayor took
from being
the
first
of
opportunity to
advantage
put his plan into execution. Murphy,
In accordance with his duties, arrested
an offender upon the streets. Ho placed the man in jail and left a note to
Chief of Police Coles, stating the
charges against the prisoner.
When the mayor came down in the
morning he ordered that Murphy be
silmmoned from bed to appear against
the prisoner, in spite of the fact the
case was trivial and the charge had
been made to the chief of police. Upon
being notified by the chief over thf
telephone that he was wanted to ap
pear at the splice court at once, Murphy refused with emphasis. Then the
chief informed him that he was discharged, and the mayor confirmed the
information.
Murphy is conceded by everybody
to be the best officer that ever pounded the walks in Las Vegas. Whes
his discharge became known about
town property owners and citizens in
general expressed their disapproval
of the mayor's action.
Last spring the mayor refused to
keep Ward upon the force, appointing
Murphy in his place. Now, having
found Murphy too good an officer to
play politics, he fires him' and puts
Ward back upon the force. A good
xample of the consistency of the
head of the city administration.
Mayor Taupert frequently attempts
to dictate the policy of " thS police
judge. He even has tried to compel
that official to hold sessions of the
court at specified hours. This occur
red when Judge Murray offered to
postpone hearings in certain cases
until in the afternoon in order not to
compel the night police to miss their
rest in the morning. The police ma
gistrate has a right to hold court when
ho pleases and he has told the mayor
so repeatedly, which has aroused the
anger of the mayor.
It is too bad Mr. Taupert could not
hnve been elected mayor, police judge,
chief of "police, and board of aide.
men that ia. he acts as though it
were too bad and appears to be trying to exercise the functions of all
those officials, as well as those of his
own 'office.

SPECTACULAR ARE CHANCE

PERSONALS

THE

K Garcia of Tucumcari is
town on a several days' visit.
Canutd Jlamirez, the postmaster at
D.

irCARTYS'

WILL BE

AT HEAD

OF

PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CO.

LUTHER
AND HIS DAD HAVE
RUN THE GAMUT TO GET
HOLD OF THE DOLLAR.

-

CAPITAL

.

Every Department

NEW HEAD OF THE NEW YORK
AMERICANS TO START
SEASON WITH BIG SQUAD

h Complete

tJ

NEW MEXICO

LAS VEGAS,

29 HEN

CAREERS

Rociada, was a visitor here yesterday
and today.
",:' . '.. ,.
Mrs. A. Kline and her two daugh
ters weri visitors here today, coming
in from their home at Levy.
W. H. Salisbury, who has been vis
iting here for a few days, returned
today to his ranch at Wagon Mound.
Charles Reiland, a rancher from
Wagon Mound who' has been In town
for several days, left today for his
ranch.
John S. Stein, - superintendent of
the Harvey system, returned last
evening from a short business trip
to Albuquerque.
J. H. McKee, who has been in town
for the past week, left this afternoon
for California, where he plans to locate permanently.
Eugenio Romero of Mora Is a visitor here to attend the, meeting of the
board of regents, of the New Mexico
Normal University.
A. B. Young, chief electrician for
the Saata Fe Railway company, with
headquarters In Topeka, Kan., was a
visitor In town ftoday.
George Arnol;,, formerly manager
for Gross, Kelly and Company at Albuquerque, who has been nere several days on business, lias returned

FIVE

-

$106,000.00

and You Have Prompt and Courteous Attention

TRUST DEPARTMENT

BMIHG

DEPARTMENT

Luther McCarty, the young Lonchui- New York, Jan. 17. When
ManWe pay 2 per cent on Checking
Acts as Executor, Administrator,
var of the west, who recently smear ager Frank Chance of the Highland
Accounts.
ed up the pugilistic reputations ot ers takes hold of his team to put the
Every facility offered,
Guardian, Assignee and Trustee.
Jim Flynn and Al Palzer, not to men members through their spring prac
consistent
with
Safe Banking-- .
officers.
Consult
our
tion Carl Morris, has had a spectacu tice, he will have 29 men on hand in
lar career, says the New York World. Bermuda to mould into a lineup that
Savings Department
Safe Deposit Department
His record reads like a dime novei can make a fair showing in the Ameri
hero. He has been at various times a can league. Some of these look good
A, Qf Interest Compounded Seml- Boxes for your valuable papers,
0 annually. $1.00 will open the
digger of trenches, a laborer, a cow- to dose observers of baseball form.
account.'
charges reasonable.
boy, with the accessories of a .anat They should, barring the serious acthrower thrown in; a fighter, and cidents that laid up some of the best
now a polo player. But the thing men last season, prove to be of big
v
to which he attaches the greatest league caliber.
JOI1N W. II AltltIS, President
store and which has brought him
Of course it is possible and probI
Ge6
II.
Vice
Cleofes Romero, Vice Pres. CeciJio Rosea wald, Sec.
Pres.
Hunker,
more fame and money than all his able that Chance and Farrell may put
Ivo
W.
Assistant
other pursuits comoined
was the through a deal or two between now
Lively,
Secretary
winning of the white heavyweight and March 1 that will add needed
tournament in California, which gave strength to the teami As the team
him a diamond-studdebelt and the lines up now, the Peerless leader will
foundation for the claim that he is have a formidable string of pitchers
the champion of America.
to sift for a squad that can withstand
A friend of Luther's, who seems to the sluggers in the league ranks. Here It was based on the square deal and
know much of the angles and side- tbey are: Ford, Caldwell, Fisher,
also on the old honor code of no use
lights of the new champion's life, re
Warhop, Keating, Hoff, Davis, for tattlers. Chance would punish any
wrote' several interesting Greene, Gaiser, Schultz and Thompson. Cub that he caught going astray, but
cently
home.
things in connectoin with McCarty'S; Of the new men Gaiser was with he would not let any one tell him
Mrs. Louise Scott of Portland, Ore career. Interwoven in Luther's life Wilkes-Barr- e
about them.
last year. Schultz, a
gon, arrived here last evening and is that of his father. The story of
was with Savannah. He won
"I remember one occasion when a
will be a visitor in Las Vegas for sev- both, as told, is as follows:
25 games and lost 12. Greene, who Cub pitcher, after a 'wild night, went
"Luther McCarty lived In Sidney, was wanted by John .McGraw for the on the slab and was well walloped.
eral weeks, the guest of her sister,
which is in Northern Ohio. Luther Giants and awarded to the
Mrs. Fred Nolette.
Highland- Chance had the goods on him all right,
Donald Stewart, manager for Gross, and his parents did- - live in the west ers by tne National commission, was and on another
young man. That night
Kelly and' Company at Tucumcari, for awhile, but it is also true that ror with
the Holyoke club
He won 9 he stung them each $100. 'Holy Mos
who has been here for the past few several years Luther, now pictured in games and lost 14.
es!' howled the pitcher. 'Soak me
days attending the annual meeting of heroic fashion as a son of the wide
The catching staff comprises Swee- hundred? Why, I can name three oth
20-2- 5,
and wild west, dug ditches in Sidney ney, Sterrett and Williams. With Big er guys on this club that were
the company, returned home today.
C. L. Holcomb, a rancher and land and cleaned sewers In Sidney, and
Ed in good condition Chance need not blame sight drunker than I was. There
man from Cherryvale, was a visitor that his father sold rattlesnake oil
'. 'Stop right there!" roared
worry about the receiving end of his was
Tickets on a!e January 18, 19 and 2l, l9l3. Final Return
in Las Vegas today, leaving this af- and traveled like the street fakirs of
batteries.
Chance, "You mention one single name
limit
ternoon for Guthrie, Okla., where he thl old school, a familiar figure in
January 3l, l9l3. , Fare for the Round Trip
The Infielders on the roster are Chase to me and the fine will be $300'."
will spend several weeks on business. the smaller cities and towns.
Martin,
Midkiff,
Derrick,
Priest, Stump,
Mrs. J dnn Caldwell left this morn"Last summer were appeared in Barry, Harbison and Young. Five
for
been
ing
the smaller cities and towns and vil- outfielders are in line to work for reg- VETERAN OF
vStewaft, Iowa, having
called there on account of the illness lages of Southern Ohio a street fakir ular
positions on the team. They are
of her sister, Miss Delia Mclntyre, of the old school. He looked like an
Cree, Wolter, Daniels, Lelivelt and
WARS IS DEAD
who was operated upon
J l.
yesterday Indian, was tall, massive and silent. Hartzell. Cree and Wolter, who were
D. L. BATCIIELOS, Agent
He carried an outfit with him, sev- disabled for the
morning for appendicits.
greater part of last
eral performers such as a strong wo- season, report that they are in good CAPTAIN WESLEY
MARKWOOD
Mrs.. Liinnie Smith, wife of Robert man, a strong man who bent heavy
Wolter's broken ankle is
conditiorn
WAS OLDEST NATIVE OF
L. Smith, died this afternoon at the Iron bars and broke Iron
chainsp-as strong as ever.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Las VCgas. hospital. Mrs. Smith has snake charmer, two spotted ponies
While President Frank Farrell was
3 Em
been a resident of Las Vegas for two drawing an elaborately decorated
Jb3
with Chance in Chicago the Peerless
Jan. 17. Captain Wes
Washington,
to
an
in
here
effort
months, coming
wagon, a greyhound who appeared Leader told him that Russell Ford, ley Markwood, said to have been the
regain her health;" from her home in like a worthy memoer of a worthy who Is
MOST
inhabitant of the
YOUR MONfcY
sending Chancet neouraging oldest native-borwas SS years old breed, and a little dog oS 57 varieties
Eskrldge Kan.
about the material at hand. District of Columbia, was burled here
reports
and had been married 19 years. Be of breeds in nis make-up- .
The fakir "Chance said to me," says Farrell,
today. The veteran's exact ago was
sides her husband Mrs. Smith is sur also carried a tent.
"that so far as Chase is concerned he not known, even to himself, but he
vived by four children. The funeral
"This Indian called himself 'White considers Hal the
greatest ballplayer had served the government for 70
arangements have not been completed Eagle,' and he. .posed as a medicine in the
game today."
years and had a stirring career in
as yet and will be announced later,
man. He sold a concoction which ne
of
No
the
in
the
the army and navy, serving in the
manager
history
i
labelled snake oil.
game taking hold of a team ever re- early Indian troubles in Texas, in the
The business men's gymnasium
"Every evening the Indian picked ceived the favorable notices that are war with Mexico and the civil war.
class at the Y, M. C A. has become out a prominent corner of. the town
to Chance. The following is a
IJecause of an altercation with his
so popular and is so well attended at he happened to be In, and erected handed
from the pen of a promin- superior officer,
was
Markwood
each meeting that Secretary LeNoir his platform, set out his supply of specimen,
the stable of George Bakhetieff, Rus
ent
who
have
to
Fans
forced
critic.
in
the
his
Chicago
army
quit
youth,
has divided U into two separate sec- snake oil, and between acts by his
sian ambassador tit the United TURKEY TROT TOO
seen
for
Polo
Chance
but. he quickly
yoars at the
in time
tions, ' From now on the association special troupe of performers he disStates. It is said that the owner, J.
grounds will agree with all he says: for the Mexican war under the name Howard Ford of
gymnasium will; be open every after- posed of his bottled manjtthings-m-one- .
this city, demands
"Not even Johnny McGraw, base- of Samuel H. Walker. Believed 1o
noon during, the week, classes being
$50,000 for the stallion.
,He had a picturesque outfit ball's
BAD FOR CAPITAL
could
have
have
of
been
at
,
killed
battle
wizard,
the
premier
held very day.
ahd he drew well.
Frank Chance's great season Huamatana, citizens of San Antonio
equalled
"One day there came to one of the In 1912. Yours
truly was a regular erected a monument to his memory
INDIAN RESOLUTION PASSED
Cities in southern Ohio a masculine
West side matinees. and the legislature named a county OIL LAND TITLES
attendant
WASHINGTON
the
at
WILL NOT TOLERWashington, Jan. 17. Senator Town- - giant. He had two black eyes and Chance won
him.
Markwood was
ATE HUGGING DANCES AT
after
after
game
game
by
Captain
send's resolution instructing Attorney he sought police headquarters. He
INAUGURAL BALL.
and outplaying the other connected with the department of
General WIckersham to investigate af asked about the street fakir, the In
was agriculture up to a year ago.
BE
fellow.
He transformed what
HILL
TESTED
fairs of the Crow Indians of Montana, dian who" called himself White Eagle,
carded to be a poor season for the
Washington, Jan. 17. "There will
passed the senate today without de and sold rattlesnake oil. White Eagle
be no inaugural ball," declared WilCubs into a very fair one by hammerbate o opposition.
had gone and the police knew not his
COIHTTEE GOVERNMENT FILES SUITS IN liam C. Eustis, chairman of the ining the. Giants at the right nick in CAF.IPAIGN
present whereabouts.
the journey and bringing the Cubs
CALIFORNIA
TO DETERaugural bnli committee today, after
"The young giant with the two some ten or dozen
an informal conference with several
a
games behind the
MINE
OWNERSHIP.
SESSIONS
black eyes sat down to explain, riis McGrawites to a bang-uJsIIjf Jc!I;,Reo!?3
members over President-elec- t
second., T,he
Wilson's
name was Luther McCarty, and he
Jan. 17.A suit whicn letter requesting that the committee
Chicago fans quit early, as it did not
Washington,
Only Two EUa Required
was
His
was a prize fighter,
lather
seem possible for their old pets to TODAY'S MEETING IS SPENT IN will test the title of hunaredsof thou- consider the feasibility of omitting
By MmJnnetMcKensie Hill, Editor of a street fakir who called himself
sands of acres of oil lands in the the function.
get into the race. The Giants were
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
NEGRO
QUESTIONING
White Eagle. The son had been in
to
wonderful
a
that
and
"The wishes of President-elec- t
Wilwith values rusning into the
start,
west,
away
LAWYER ,
This Jelly Roll is fast becoming very
several bouts, made some money was
all the more discouraging.
will be filed at Los Angeles son will be complied T.ith," said Mr.
millions,
popular on account of the way it keeps
and had come to see his father again.
fresh. With proper handling it should
"Chance had a wondwfully success
Jan. 17. Gilchrist by the federal government within a Eustis.
Washington,
Ireep fresh a whole week, providing it He traveled on and found him."
ful
career
in
but
think
his
I
The committee later decided to learn
Chicago,
a
Stewart, negro lawyer, sent to Chi- few days. Assistant Attorney Gener
isn't enten up in the meantime, for it is
masterstroke was when he fought his cago by former Secretary Foraker to al Knaebel today instructed United more of the president-elect'- s
wishes
33
every bit as good as it looks.
way into the race last summer. That get a statement from William Win- - States Attorney McCormick, at Los before taking formal actioa Should
FEARS SOCIAL EVIL.
easily field, a former Standard Oil messen- Angeles, to begin proceedings against there be an inaugural ball, despite
sterling stand of
Boston, Jan. 17. "The lasting of made a difference of $100,000 in the ger, about the sale of Archbold let- all the claimants to 160 acres of oil President-elec- t
Wilson's wish to the
the white race is involved In the ques receipts of the Cubs. It was just a ters,
to
In
Southern
said
California
lands
there
contrary,
may he no "Turkey
before
the
appeared again today
st
tion of the social evil," said President flash, a flash, gained by a brainy,
.
Trotting," "Runny Hugging" nor "Griz-lClapp committee Investigating cam- be worth $5,000 an acre.
Emeritus Charles Welcot pf Harvard fighting pilot keeping his warriors on
Other suits will follow, all Of them
Bearing," if it is held in the Pen-so- n
paign funds, without
adding, much
university,, in an address at the city their toes at the right time and driv- light npon the incident. He made testing the legality of the extensive
building.
club lat: night.
ing themjln such masterly manner that some corrections in his previous tes- oil land withdrawal made by PresiRepresentative Rodenberry today ofK C Jelly Roll
"We have got to remove this evil," t he first;
dent Taft, September 27, 1909. When fered an amendment to the resolution,
thing they knew they were timony.
One cup iifted flour; scant half
he continued, "or this country will winning, and that's something they
Under
questions were raised as to the presi authorizing the use of tho pension
C
Senator
K
S
questioning
level
by
teasfoonfnls
salt;
not be ruled by the race that is now really did not think
1
do."
dent's
could
rind
of
which la worded as follows:
he
they
denied
power to make the withdraw
a
to
JPonider;
Baking
grated
having confided
lemon; S egg beaten light; 1 cup sugar; here. The family life of the white
is out with a friend that he was to get $15,000 al, congress gave him specific author-itthe grant of the use of the
Jennings
"That
Hughey
cup hot mil.l; glass of jelly; fow race is at stake in its purity, health-fulnes- s boost
for Chance. He says: "Frank for his work "for the biggest people
by the act of June 25, 1910, and Pension office for the Inaugural ball
icred sugar.
and fertility. We hac tried Chance will be a wonderful drawing on
President l'aft again withdrew the is expressly upon the condition and
earth, Wall Street."
Beat the sujrar into the eggs; add the the
of silence ana the policy irajdi for Farlrell's team and the Ameripolicy
Senator Pomerene questions the lands July 2, 1910. Before the first with the limitation that for the prelemon rind, then the flour, sifted tliree
no cure can
times with the salt and bakinj, powder; of segregation, but there is
league. While no one expects the witness from an affidavit by Philip and second withdrawals, ' however, vention of acta of public liidoc.fnfv
and, lastly, the milk. Bake in a but- except the observance by men of the great manager to bring the Highland- Brown of Chicago,
which was not many claims were filed on lands un- the following '
(J 0 m " nrc . '
tered dripping pan; torn out on a damp same standards that almost all races
or
to
ers
a
made
better
than
fourth
position
The committee ad- der the mineral law. xne govern- solutely barred and prohiiiiid:
public.
cloth, trim off the crisp edges; spread demand of their women."
fifth in the race next season with the journed indefinitely.
ment holds that the first withdrawal,
i
with jelly and turn over and over into
"Grizzly beiT rjrn oi
li iy
a roll while still warm. Dredge the top
as well as the second, was legal and hug, tenderloin movements tr.-'- t - 'y
material he will have at hand, he is
with powdered sugar,
that the title to these valuable lands trot contortini , ,.i I
HORSE GOES ABROAD.
a
likely to so work the team that they
not milk used in the jelly roll enWOMEN NOT ADMITTED
will be the sensation of the American
New York, Jan. 17. Another of the is lodged with the United States.
m
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he iPMa, of the
'
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(
ables it to be rolled without (hinder of
He has my most noted American race horses is
17. Women were ex- league season of 1913.
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n
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advanced for not building it. Thl3
year the merchants started a boycott
in the matter of freight by ordering
everything brought in or sent out
routed for the smallest possible di
tance over the Gould lines. The town
has a population of less than 700, but
its yearly shipment of wheat alone is
over 1,000 cars, so tnat the traffic
is out of proportion to the size of the
town. The action of the townspeople
OF THE brought two or three officials of the
LESS THAN
road there for investigation and they
EQUIPMENT IS KEPT CONSTANTLY ON ANY ROAD.
explained that the only matter holding back the erection of a new depot
Chicago, 111., Jan. IT. The first re- was that of a site. The townspeople
port issued today by the American are of the opinion that that is a matllailway Association in compliance ter that could be easily arranged If
with the wishes of the interstate com- desired and shipments to and from
merce commission, furnishes a com- Claflin are still routed away from
plete detailed statement of the loca- the Gould lines as much as possible.
tion of freight car equipment, whether on or off the home line, total numEngineer Is Awarded $50,000.
Kansas City, Jan. 17. The largest
ber of cars owned, home cars on
home roads, home cars on foreign single verdict ever given in Missouri
toads, foreign cars on home roads, for railway injuries was awarded in
total cars on line, excess or deficien- Judge Zehorn's division of the circuit
cy compared with cars owned, sur- court, when Michael Finnegan, an enplus and shortage of freight equip- gineer of Sedalia, Mo., won his suit
ment In relation to demands of traf- for 50,000 damages. The case has
fic, number of home cars in home been pending since 1903.
shops, total cars in shops and the
Work On Salina & Tipton.
percentage represented by these figures. The report Is compiled from
Salina, Kan., Jan. 17. H. W.
of the Salina & Tipton road
data furnished by 11 railroads, and
gives the information desired, as of and Messrs. Hlgglns, Gantz and Tuck
November 30, providing the first er of the directorate of the road were
fcroad survey of this detail of rail- In Salina today to meet with a num
road operation. The compilation is ber of local men who are Interested
a, result of the recent Investigation In seeing the line put through to Sa
carrieJ on by the commerce commis- lina. A number of matters of Intersion into the shortage of freight est were discussed at the meeting
equipment, In which it was pointed and at the close a committee com'
out as one of the principal difficul- posed of David' Ritchie, D. J. Hanna
ties met with the owning road after and Fred Quincy of Salina was ap
It had got on a foreign line. The pointed to draft papers looking to
commission Urged a more prompt re- the building of the road.
The meeting today was for the pur
turn of such equipment, and asked
pose of getting everything adjusted
for Information on the matter.
The first report shows that by all to prepare for carrying on the work
roads reporting there Is a total of 2,- - in the future rapidly and efficiently.
251,541 freight cars owned, of whicn
Baggage Car Burned En Route.
only 1,071,014 or 47.57 per cent were
home cars on homo roads. Home cars
Cleveland, Jan. 17. Special No. 63
were 1,176,C73, on the Lake Shore & Michigan South
m foreign roads
while foreign cars on homo roads em railroad, a seven car mall and
Tho total number of baggage train, raced into Cleveland
were 1,210,740.
oars on line reported was 2,281,754, late yesterday with a baggage car
an excess over those owned of 34,068 afire, and was met by an engine com
cars. At the same time there was a pany which put out the blaze after
surplus of freight equipment report- car and contents had been almost deed of 26,135 cars, and 6hortago of
stroyed. The fire was acticed by the
a net shortage of 26,401. As to agent at Paynesville, 30 miles east,
oars in shops, there were 97,240 home who telegraphed ahead for the encars in home shops, or 4.53 per cent, gine company.
The car was filled
:and 32,4;:ti foreign cars in home with a consignment of spirits and colshops, or 1.51 per cent, making a to- lars, valued at about $1,500. Damage
tal of 12!i,76 car3 In shops, or G.04 to the car was estimated at 12.000.
per cent.
The mall clerks were In the fourth
The American Railway Association car, the one behind the car which
published today also its bulletin cov- burned1, and were unhurt. The fire
ering curs surpluses and shortages is thought to have been started hy
according to the latest returns from sparks from the engine.
United States and Canada roads.
There Is shown the first net surplus
since the great demands on freight GAS, SOURNESS AND
equipment, by growing traffic set in
last fall. Total surpluses reported
INDIGESTION VANISH
are 60.659, a gain of 24,$ 45, and total
shortages are 33,001, a decrease of
27,405 cars. The net surplus thus, is
AS SOON AS "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
37,558 cars.
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STOMACH
GETS
DISTRESS IS GONE.

On Explosives.

17. So as
"Really does" put bad stomachs In
employes and order
"eally does" overcome Indigesshippers with tne federal law govern tion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and

Leavenworth, Kan., Jan.

to familiarize railroad

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

OF STEED THAT
MASSACRE
CUSTER
ARE REMOVED

Sheridan, Wyo., Jan. 17. Comancne,
the famouB old horse which escaped
death at the hands of the Sioux Indians at the massacre of the Little
Big Horn in 187G, is soon to receive
a military burial beside the Custer
monument where are burled the bones
of all the soldiers killed in the battle.
According to reports at Fort McKen-zie- ,
arrangements are being made to
disinter the bones of the horse from
wheer they now rest at old Fort Lin
coln, and to have them reburied close
to .the monument.
Comanche was ridden into the bat
tle by Private Miles Keogh. Two days
later, when relief came, the animal
was standing on the battlefield, head
down, wounded in six places and
every one a desperate wound. Around
him were dead men and dead horses
and at his feet was his dead master.
He was the only living thing on the
battle field. Every man of Custer's
command wa3 there; all but two had
been scalped. One was "Yellow Hair'
Custer, the other was a soldier who
had saved his last bullet for his own
heart, and as no Indian would so
much as touch a suicide, his body was
neither scalped nor mutilated.
Old Comanche was carried almost
bodily down to the Little Pig Horn
river and his wounds bathed and
bandaged. At first it was thought necessary to shoot him. But the soldiers
begged so hard the colonel gave per
mission that they might make an ef
fort to save his life. His master,
other
Keogh, was buried with the
dead soldiers, and when the relief
boat came down the Yellowstone. It
carried Comancha
The horse was taken in charge by
other troops of the Seenth cavalry
and nursed back to health. General
Sturgis then issued an order that Co
manche should not he ridden again,
It was ordered that he never again be
harnessed, never know the sting of a
spur, never feel a rein upon his neck.
His rations should he the full meas
ure of those of a cavalry horse and
he was to be given a special stable in
which no other horse should be kept
Furthermore, at regimental forma
tions, Comanche was ordered draped
in mourning and led by one of the
men of Troop I, Seventh cavalry.
Wherever the regiment went, Comanche was to go. The Seventh was the
Custer regiment.
This order was carlred out literally
and speciifcally and for 16 years, old
Comanche was the idol of his regiment. From post to post the Seventh cavalry went; the organization
was stationed at practically every f'irt
west of the Mississippi. And at every
one of these stations Comanche was
the guest of honor. Because of their
pride in the old horse, Troop I became the "crack" troop of the regiment. Comanche grew fat end lazy
with years of Idleness and litt'.e exer-cis-
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The above named defendants,
The William Creek Irrigation
Company and the Naramore-Under-woo-d
Construction Company will take
notice that a suit has been begun in'
the district court of the Fourth Judicial district sitting within and wr
the county of San Miguel for the pur
pose of, among other things, foreclos
ing a certain chattel mortgage made,
executed and delivered by Oscar B.
Underwood to The
Marion Steam
Shovel Company, a corporation, the
said chattel mortgage being so made,
executed and delivered to secure the
payment cf three promissory notes
dated August 11, 1909, for the sums
of one thousand ($1000.00). dollars,
eighteen hundred and fourteen $1814)
dollars and eighteen hundred and
fourteen ($1814) dollars respectively,
the said promissory notes being due
and payable in six, nine and
twelve months after date respectively, the
principal sum, interest
and attorney's fees in said promissory notes being still due and unpaid,
with the exception of the sum of five
hundred ($500.00) dollars, the said
cause being entitled the Marion
Steam Shovel Company, Plaintiff, vs.
Oscar B. Underwood, the William
Creek Irrigation Company, the Cam-fielDevelopment Company, and The
Naramore-Underwoo- J
Construction
Company, Defendants, and being numbered
on the locket of said

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &
A.

COLUMN
RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. p. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

cent per line each Insertion. LAS
VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Estimate six ordinary words to line.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
No ad to occupy less space than two
conclave sec. d Tues-jb- lines. All advert! s merits charged
in
each month at Maday
will be booked at space actually sat,
at
sonic
7:30 p. m. G. H.
Temple
without regard to number of words.
Tarn me, ReE.
Chas.
Klnkel,
C;
Cash In advance preferred.
corder.
Reg-jsul-

LAS VEGAS
AL ARCH

MAIN

CHAPTER

NO. 3, ROY-

Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
Temple, a 7:30 p. m. M.
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

To buy good pool table.
Address D. J. Cassidy, Mora, N. M.

WANTED

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished four room cottage, will take invalids. Also three
rom cottage. Call 417 Eighth Btreet

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

Telephone Main

329.

NO. .

ning

"

eve
Castle-Hall-

VIsitinj

M

Y

Monday
in

75- -

'

uj'.'?

Knights ar cord!
ally invited. Chaa

iff

i'

Chaa

Liebachnejr,

cellor Commandei

Harry Martin, Keeper of Record
and Seal.

Mits first and third Tue

O. E.

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cordl
?.!ly invited to attcsd. A. M. Adler
E. C.

L. O. O.

Ward, Secretary

MOOSE

Meets second an
evening
at W. O. W. Hall. Visitinr
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. TbornMu

fourth

Thursday

LOCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart

No. 2.... 9:10 p. m
9:15
No. 4
11:05 p. m
11:05
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
No. 8
2:05 a. m
2:10
102 1IC5S every Monday night at
No. 10
1:45 p. m... .. 2:10
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
8 o'clock.
are
Visiting
WEST BOUND
cordially welcome J. C. Wertz,
No. 1.... 1:20 p. m
1:45
T.
Buhler secretary;
president; J.
No. 3
6:10 a. m
6:15
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 7
4:20 p. m
4:30
No. 9
6:33 p. m
7:00
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA

For Sate

p.
p.
a.
p.

m
m
m.
m

p. m
a. m
p. m.
p. m

ATTORNEYS
HUNKER & HUNKER

George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkei
Attorneys-at-La-

Las Vegas.

New Mextoc

DENTISTS
CLIFFORD PLEW
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Olive 646)
Residence Telephone
Office Telephone
Main 67
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Crockett Building.
Main 111
Office Telephone

House Telephone

Main

165

DR. F. R. LORD
Will be associated witn Dr. ClifforJ

vv

Plew Indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main 67
Office Telephone
Main 41&
Residence Telephone

FOLEY'S

TAR

Business,,

HONEY

Directory

For over three decades a favorite
household medicine for COUGHS,
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING

PETER

andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take
at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe
and reliable? The Bee Hive on the
carton is the mark of the genuine.
m
Refuse sustitutes.

ers are cordl&llyfamied. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon, Secretary.

y,

lard wood Finishing, Paper HaafUu
and Gluing.

and

COMPOUND
COUGH, BRONCHITIS, HARD

Rod Crosa Drug Co.
O,

G.

sehaerer

Estimates Cheerfully Given.
est 8ide Plaza

ARTHUR C. RINGLAND,

H.

District Foresten.

C.

....

RETAIL PRICES

Old Town

YOUNG

Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
SALE OF TIMBER,
Albuquerque,
General Repairing
N. M., December
Sealed PICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
20, 1912.
bids marked outside
"Bid, timber 20 Sixth St
East Las Vegas.
Sale Applicaion, November 20, 1912,

Pecos" and addressed to the District
Automobile, Carriage &
Forester, Forest Service, Albuquerque,
N. M., will be received up to and in
cluding the 27th day of January, 1913,
for all the merchantable dead timber
N. 0. HERMAN
standing or down and all the live timGrand Ave
429
ber marked for cutting by a Forest
officer, located on an area to be defin
itely designated by a Forest officer
before the cutting begins, including
about 640 acres in approximately Sees.
2 and 11, Tp. 19 N., R. 14 E., N. M.
P. M.. on the watershed of the Manuelitos Creek, within the P-- .os National
Forest, estimated to be 553,500 ft. B.
M. of Western Yellow
i
Pine, Douglas
Fir, and White Fir sawtimber, more
or less. No bid of less than $2.50 per
M. ft. B. M. will he considered and
o--'
a deposit of $300.00 must be sent to
,
the First National Bank, Albuquerque,
N. M., for each bid submitted to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
claims Is exempt from sale. The right
to reject any and ail bids is reserved. IN MEMORY OF GENERAL LEE.
For further Jnformtitlon governing
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 1 7. ln all the
aulas, Bddrwtg Forest Bupervlsor, l'e-- public Bulimiltt
throughout Cnort:la
National 1'oriHt, Fundi IV, N'"w
l
nxntvXum
)ih todiiy In
honor of (1(1 nimiiory of
llnij.
wliOtsti liiiihdiiy uinilvur.
A Nil,
AHTMI'lt I.', in.1
iitt K.
e .1 f (ii
tiit i l Kiiiiilfi,

st a a pa in ting

2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 'b., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
60 Iba. to ' 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Lets than 50 lbs. Each Delivery

1,000 lbs.

--

As
foS

wi-r-

i)i-('lu-

l

i

20c per 100
25c par 100
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

lb.
Iba.
Iba.
lbs.
Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting dualities of Which Have Made Las Vegaa Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

o

"

:;l

ery

President;

MASONS

You are further notified td.it unless
you enter or cause to be entered your FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
appearance in said cause on or before
housekeeping rooms, modern, fur
the 24th day of Fe'ir iarv, A. D. litis,
nace heat. No sick. Telephone
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
Main 114.
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
judgment by default and decree pro
confesso will be entered1 therein
on the second and fourth Fridays
FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H
against you.
Plaintiff's attorney Is William J.
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
Stewart Consul; G. Lacmmle, Clerk.
Lucas whose postoffice
address is
Aply Sunday or after 5 p. m. 508 Visiting members are especially
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Maiu street
welcome and cordially Invited.
LORENZO DELGADO,
FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts, J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Clerk.
(Seal)
541
no sickness. 803 Jackson.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every flrgt
Tuesday of the month ln the vestry
SALE OF TIMBER,
Albuquerque,
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
N. M, December 20, 1912. Sealed bids
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
marked outside "Bid, timber Sale ApIsaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
plication, October 10, 1912, Pecos" and FOR SALE Small wood heating
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
stoves, open coal grates, bard coal
addressed to the District Forester,
retary.
burners, also some second hand furForest Service, Albuquerque, N. M
niture. Plaza Hotel.
will be received tip to and including
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
the 3rd day of February, 1913, for all
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
30
FOR
R. C. B. Leghorn
SALE
the merchantable dead timber stand
fourth Thursday" in O. R. C. Hall,
cockerels good foundation stock. 12
ing or down, and all the live timber
Pioneer building.
Visiting memR. C. R. I. Red cockerels, parent
marked for cutting by a forest officer,
bers are cordially invited1. Richard
stock from prize winners of Buschlocated on an area to be definitely de
Devine, G. K.; Frank Angel, P. S.
and rich. Phone Main
toy
Officer
a
Forest
before mann-Pierc- e
signated
454, C. W. Wesner,
6t
cutting begins, including about 2940
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
acres in approximately Sees. 15, 16, 17,
1
Meeta every Monday evening at
20. 21, 22, 27, 28, 33, 34 and 35, Tp. 19 N., ESS
their hall on Sixth street. All visit
R. 14 E., and Sees. 2 and 3 Tp. 18 N.,
R 14 E.,' N. M. P. M, on the Manuelitos
lng brethren cordially Invited to afr
tend. J. D. Friedenstlne, N. G.;
Creek watershed within the Pecos Na- Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
ional forest, esimated to be 3,773,000
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
ft. B. M. of Western Yellow
Pine,
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Douglas Fir, and White Fir sawtimber,
more or less. No bid of less than
sat B. p. O. ELKS Meeta second and
$2.50 per M. ft.B. M. will be considered and a deposit of $500.00 must be
fourth Tuesday evening of each
P. MACKEL
sent to the First National Bank, Al
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothbuquerque, N. M, for each bid submit
HOUSE AND 6IGN PAINTING

ted to the District Forester. Timber
is exempt from
upon valid claims
sale. The right to reject any and all
bids is reserved. For further information governing sales, address For
est Supervisor, Pecos National Forest
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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REMAINS

the packing, handling and
sourness in five minutes that just
meat of explosives and inflammables, that makes
Pape's Diapepsin
a meeting of those interested will
selling stomach regulator In the
some
time
Leavenworth
be held in
world. If what you eat ferments Into
next month. The exact date or the stubborn
lumps, you belch gas and
Sixteen years after the Custe"1 batplace of the meeting has not been eructate sour, undigested food and
tle.. Troop I of the Seventh was back
decided upon as yet. J. J. Parker,
acl; heM g dizzy and aches; oreatnj
terminal freight agent, is consulting foul; tongue coated; your lnsldes at Fort Lincoln where Comanche had
with the other freight agents In re- filled with bile and Indigestible waste, recuperated and recovered from his
wound
One day he refusremember the moment Diapepsin desperate
gard to the proposed discussion.
ed to eat his oats. There was conThe federal laws state just how dy- comes In contact with the stomach
sternation In the regiment. The veternamite, black powder, fireworks and all such distress vanishes. It's truly
inary was called. The regimental surbe
handled,
should
most
other explosives
marvelous, and the
astonishing
geon offered his services also. The
and also control their transporta- Joy Is Its harmlessness.
next
day Comanche died and the enof
t
class
freight
case of Pape's
A large fifty-cention. Although this
tire regiment went into mourning. The
is not shipped out of Leavenworth, Diapepsin will give you a hundred dolold horse was buried with full milimuch of it is received. In addition lars' worth of satisfaction or your
tary honors and a volley was fired
of
back.
information
hands
explosives, druggist
you your money
to giving
It's worth its weight in gold to men over his grave.
the meeting should prove interesting
After the Custer battle, the Sioux
to all shippers, as safe methods in and women who can't get their stom
fled to Canada, where they remained
commodities
of
in
It
kinds
achs
all
of
belongs
your
regulated.
packing
home should always l,e kept handy several years. Then they made peace
will be shown.
In case of a sick, sour upset stomach with the government, caoe to South
for
safety
greater
This campaign
one and during the day or at night. It's the Dakota, and were settled upon reserin "packing is a country-wid- e
vations.
meetings are being held all over the quickest, surest and most harmless
Today, Comanche Is simply a tradithe
In
under
superthe
world.
Adv.
A
doctor
stomach
bureau,
country.
tion
in Troop I. All his old friends
atan
Wn.
Dunn,
vision of Colonel
nave
Deen retired, or pensioned or
who
has
IN
CONTROVERSY.
CRISIS
army,
of
the
regular
tache
London, Jan. 17. The course of ac Juried. Some tme ago St, was decid- been taken from the service to educate the railroad employes and ship- tion to be taken by the Lancashire td to have his Tones trp. isferred to
Custer na tile field and ther re- pers on the proper handling of dif- division of the National Unionists the
near the monument.
tnried
But the
is
annual
Its
of
at
waging association
adjourned
shipments,
ferent kinds
the campaign. He has detailed In- meeting to be held in Manchester to- Custer battle field Is a national ceme
spector Scott to give a lecture here. morrow is the staple topic of discus- tery and is un'te' the direction of the
This will be illustrated' with lantern sion today among politicians of all war department.
slides. No admission will be charged parties. The meeting will mark ibe now leen secured and theaw-fdaAdvices at Fort McKenzie are that
crisis in the controversy that threatito the lecture.
ens the disruption of the Unionist permission of the department has now
Claflin Boycotts Missouri Pacific.
party. In "Unionist circles It is ad- been secured and the transfer will be
Great Bend, Kan!, Jan. 17. Ctaflin, mitted that the Manchester meeting made shortly. Men of Troon I will be
til tho northeaet corner of Barton will decide the fate of lionar Law as detailed to give old Comanche anoth
xunty, taa'cBtabliished a boycott on the party leader. According to the er, and final, burial.
Uio JviiHi'diiri Pacific, v.hleL hag at-- s general belief Mr. lionnr Law is cer;,; t i tho attention of tha officials tain to rt''K" "I leadership If any
Wlicn you WHnt a r.'lliiljl,. i,i"li"ir(-focnJ which tins Claflin risHoluilofi crillliiK for a referendum
(.".. jo.-,a r.HjKh or cold tube Cudmln-- r
oa food (!- - or for ft Beyond ji'iirl
,
,,(.:
iim v. HI Imiif fruit,
It mri uti!r
, ;i i ;,:) jti ui l'li:d fit the lu;;l ll.jf, at lii)n' Couch lii rncily.
tliu
JittS
lfcilt
iowfl
I'm.id
l;tJ di
uik la (,1, i.tej.nt BiiiJ
uiu
U .'iiB:$ ('! iili'luilif
Sf fc T :c.'l.iiloli
tti
,,.
ii i,
tout
hy
tifn to
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ing

State of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial
District, County of San Miguel, in
the District Court
The Marlon Steam Shovel Company,
Plaintiff, vs. Oscar B. Underwood,
the William Creek Irrigation Company, the Camfield Development
Company, the Naramore-Undelwoo- d
Construction Company, Defendants.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth moat.

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to someone
ln this newspaper and would never hear of
unless
it were advertised here.
your property
who reads the ads.

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical Instruments.
A the ci'.fiel ads. are riiad by all ponifible buyers, of nil
po.
alula aorta of tblngs, hy bav corue to be flndora of the Umt mar.
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As it Is Stated She Never Comes But Once.

he Has a Wo

0

u

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McCIure'sHagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.
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LOCAI, NEWS

u 8 I 111 e Pace
1

i
Si fcj

Light automobile lamps
this evening.

at

o'clock

AND NAME THE PRICE
l!
i

i

To Your Interest to
Pay Cash and Pay Less

Ike Davis
The Cash Grocer

We have a fine line of Fresh Fruits
and Green Vegetables. Order early before the
assortment is broken.
N. B.

SPECIAL 3 BAYS CASH SALE

17th.

--

-- .

fl.UO
?1.50
?1.40
?1.25
?1.40
732
25c

'

pound sack Pride of.Ellinwood
100 pounds Colorado potatoes.-50 pounds Colorado potatoes
15 pounds Colorado potatoes
Standard hams
Standard bacon
20 pounds pure lard
10 pounds pure lard
5 pounds pure lard
S pounds pure lard
20 pounds compound
'
-10 pounds compound
5 pounds compound
,- 48

.

-

3

pour's

This evening at 8:30 o'clock at
the Elks' club the sixth game of tne
second bowling tournament will De
rolled by the McWenle and the Kelly
teams. All Elks and their ladies are
Invited to attend the game.
At

the Fraternal Brotherhood hall

this evening the Buen Tiempo club
will give one of tis regular dances,
to which all members of the club and
their ladles are cordially invited. The

20c

at

8:30 o'clock.

.

,

11.30
703
45c

;

$1.85
$1.00
55c
3!C
20c

'.

compound

kin r powder
caa
2 15c .cans baking powder
' ' 3 packages Macaroni
3 packages Spaghetti
7 packages Vermicelli
3 any 10c packages crackers
3 any 10c packages spices
3 packages Jello
3 packages Jellycon
3 packages Bromanglon
3 packages corn starch
3 packages Gloss Starch
1 dozen . of any above
8 bars White Eagle soap
1 box 100 bars White Eagle soap
7 bars Lenox soap
All 20c cans California fruit
All 25c cans California fruit
All 35c cans Monarch California fruit
35c cans fancy Hawaiian pineapple
And many other specials.
i

25c

-

.

-

--

..

26c
J3.00
25c

.15c
"

20c
25c

-

..30c

STEARN5
-

GROCER-

Tiie Home of I'm; Best of Everything Eatable

MEW HEATERS

Judge David J. Leahy yesterday afternoon overruled the demurrer filed
by the attorneys for the defense In
the suit of Dr. H. M, Smith against
th board of trustees of the New Mexico Hospital for the Insane. The ruling was made after exhaustive arguments had been presented by attorneys for both sides. The case now
will come to trial at a date to be set
by the court
1

I

SUIT IN THE

Thi Makes New
Stoves Cheaper than
Second Hand ones.

BOUSE

33

1- -3

Off

AT

'

fice hafltiied a total of 1,606 parcels
post packages. Of this number 857
were received from out of town; 377
MRS. TRAMBLEY DEAD.
ere local packages, and 378 were disAfter a short illness Mrs Peter
town.
of
out
This
showing
patched
died this morning at 9
is an unsually good one and demon- Trambley
her home, 1215 Mora aveo'clock
at
strates how popular the new parcels
nue. Mrs. Trambley's death came as
post service Is with the public.
a great shock to her many friends In
Las
Vegas. Mrs. Trambley, whose
Daniel G. Johnson was arrested
name was Ernestine Pinard,
maiden
yesterday by Special Officer Jesse was
In France about G5 years
born
Hunzaker for begging and bumming
came to the United States
She
ago.
on the streets of the city. This
In 1858 and had been a resident of
morning Johnson pleaded guilty to
Las Vegas for many years. Mrs.
vagrancy before Judge D. R. Murray
is survived by her husband
Trambley
In the city court. After hearing the
12 children three girls and nine
and
by
case Judge Murray gave Johnson the
She was the mother of 14
choice of 90 days In jail or an imme- boys.
two having died several
children,
diate exit from the city. Johnson,
ago. Charles Trambley, a son.
knowing that Las Vegas had already years
in Las Vegas He is employed
lives
had 'too much Johnson," chose the
in the Ilfeld hardware store and is
latter and was escorted to the city
of the Las Vegas
limits by Officer Hunzaker. Judge recording secretary
council of the Knights of Columbus.
Murray suspended the costs in this
Other children of Mrs. Trambley
case, Johnson having hardly enough who are here to
attend the funeral
money with which to buy a meal.
are Mrs. E. L, Vernier, Mrs. Lou
Mrs. A. E, Clay, Caslmlro
Trambley, Frank Trambley and Eu"If We Do It, It's Right"
E. L. Pinard, f
gene Tramoley.
brother, and Clemencia Pinard, a sister, also are In the city. AH friends
of the family are invited to attend
the funeral services.
The funeral will occur tomorrow
Is Knocking at Your
morning at 9 o'clock from the Church
of the Immaou'ate Conception where
solemn requiem masa will be celebrated. Interment will occur in Mount
Calvary ceme'ery.
,

EX.

For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we will sell our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard

1 THE

t.. A

.v

Large Pails
Medium Pails...
Small Pails..'....

SI. 10
bOc

40c

GRAAF & I1AYWARD. CO. STORE

Opportunity

The Palace

Clothing

ures of the show have already been
obtained and those who are to lake
part .will commence rehearsing at
oii-a.-Secretary LeXolr promtec"
(!i;it kMiiicthiiig now iii tho iniiiKtrt!l
)lno v. iii !;' "tnmf vbun the Y. M.
in lt
UUit tilt d'.rwliOJi
A, ".'
,H fclio.

The members of tho Y. M. C. A.
lire now planning a live miubtrel
i.jjuw which 1m to b given soon after
KuuUst i J tiifl latter part of March,
'li s orcSjcctro which' In to funttiito
iho f,iMl5 hm already huuu wrettn- Kill
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Jefferson Reynolds President
E. D. Reynolds Vice President

ARE

LABOR LEADERS

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,
FINDS
LOUIS COMMITTEE
BOND-FOTROUBLE
GETTING
DYNAMITERS.

St. Louis, Jan. 17 The St. Louis
labor leaders who recently announced that they had arranged bail ,for P.
J. Morrin, one of the alleged dynamite conspirators, learned today that
the securities they had obtained
were not sufficient. An effort also
has been made there to secure bail
for J. H. Barry, another of the conspirators.
"We can find any number of men
who can qualify for 5,000 or tl0,000,"
said Charles J, Lammert, chairman
of & committee appointed by the
Building Trades Council to arrange

the
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$lO(5,opo

Surplus, and Ukdividid Profits $35,000

f,

j

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac- commodafion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR OOQR

$1,050

bonds.

"The government requires that every man who signs the bond must be
able to pay the entire bond in case
It is forfeited," he continued, "and
unless we can find two men worth
not less than $30,000 to sign Morrin's
bond and two men worth not less
than $40,000 each to sign Barry'e
bond, there Is little prospect that
they will be released from the federal
prison pending the appeal of their
cases.

XJ

OVERLAND M0DF.L 59

Tg;

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas AutoioMle

Tveitmoe Gives Bond.
San Francisco, Jan. 17. Clerical
work will be completed today on the

&

Phone Main 344.

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co

Fowler Props

THERE B.JS0- LIE ON. THE LABEL

IDEHE IS

wish to
take advantage of the

NO

LYE

IN THE CAN

To all who

&

IUIITS QUALITY TRUITS'

Special Cash

Sales

THE KIND THAT IS NOT

our

advertlshed by

We are
ready to take your or- ders and will meet all
--

LYE-PEELE-

Highest In Quality

competitors.

Delicious In Flavour
'

i
i
1

I prices.

m

M.

HAVING DIFFICULTY

1
WjRD WIN.
The second game in the Elks'
mixed doubles inwling
tournament,
rolled last evening, created much interest, a number of enthusiastic howling fans turning out to witness the S
game. The scores made by the several couples were as follows: C. W.
C. W. O.
G. Ward, 21)8 pins; Mrs.
Ward, 145 pins; handicap 40 pins;
total, 523 pins. Miss Emma Tamme, P,
129 pins; William Springer, 2:52 pins;
total 441 pins.
handicap 40 pins;
MIhh Ititi;lia(;I Ward, 111 pii'. I"'1"
)
i
i
Ifulinior, 207 pltm;
pins;
::o;
:, WiIn-ii- ,
tuiai in pfJiH, r
;

rUl'ett Reynolds Cashier

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MR. AND MRS.

J

115 Star Oak, $9.25
Now $6.95

LEWIS, Prop.

,

.

.

Insi?t on "Hunts"

if

you wsvnt

the highest

qvmlity in canned fruits

Yours for Quality
and Service

!

Las Vejjns Steam

J. C. Johnsen
and Son

Co.

lJ

work.

Every Stove

Guaranteed

No.

Door

Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you will
not hesitate to give us the

-

-

.

M.

The case of Daniel Roibal, who on
Wednesday night carved Jose Sandoval and' Manuel Lopez, was brought
up before Judge D. R. Murray In the
city court late yesterday afternoon.
Roibal pleaded not guilty to both
charges of having assauiwd with a
dangerous weapon Sandoval and Lopez, and, waiving examination, was
bound over for the next session of
tho grand jury which will occur during the month of May. In the case
of the charge made by Sandoval
against Roibal, Judge Murray fixed
Roibal's bond at $1,000. In the case of
Lopez the bond was fixed at $500. Roibal was given into the custodry of
Sheriff Galleys.

J
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Fou-vill-

few
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ST.

io 15, which inJanuary
cluded only 12 working days, Postmaster F. O. Blood of the East Lias
Vegas postoffice, states that the of-

...95c

The United States postoffice
has established in New
Mexico the following new postoffices :
Bellview, Curry county, Jefferson T.
Engles postmaster; Bryan, Grant
county, George Slaten, postmaster;
Juan de Dos, Guadalupe county, Manuel Hinojos postmaster; Odon, Grant
county, Abram R. Carnanam, postmaster. The following postmasters
have received commissions from the
department: Charlotte B. Elder at
Allie, N. M.; Herman Jundt at Ana-prN. M.; Joseph Floyd at Bell, N.
M.; William B. Hensley at Givens,
N. M.; Charles H. Hatfield at Plain,
N. M, and Nellie M. Hughes at Stan

ley.

From

.

-

(

Society Grand

late
Wayne Adams was arrested
yesterday afternoon by Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopes, who received from
Sheriff George Birdsall of El Paso
county, Colo., a telegram stating that
Adams was wanted
iu Colorado
Springs for seduction. Adams, who
has been in Las Vegas for several
days, was taken to the county jail Dy
Deputy Lopez and will remain there
until the arrival of Sheriff Birdsall,
who is expected in town
Birdsall will probably return to
Colorado Springs immediately with
Adams, who states that he will voluntarily return without having requisition papers taken out. He was arrested In the rooming house' in the Coors
pavilion.

Colonel R. E. Twitchell, who has
served the Santa Fe railway company
In the capacity of an assistant attorney in New Mexico for the past 32
years, has been appointed by Gardiner Lathrop, general solicitor of the
Santa Fe, assistant solicitor for the
railroad In the state. The appointment dates from January 1, 1913, and
Is approved by President E. P. Ripley, N.

a.4-

"

25c

The I. O. B. B. lodge will hold a
reception on TueBffay evening at
8:30 o'clock at the O. R. C. hall in
honor of. Rabbi and Mrs. Jacob Landau. Following the reception there
will be dancing and cards.

Of

On our Remaining
Stock of

and

Kappenheimer

2

d

dance will commence

?5.6

100 pound sack sugar
-- 17 pounds sugar
48, pound' sack beat flour made, Cheam Loaf,
48 pouDd sack Lily flour

ft

The case of the Montezuma camp
There will be a meeting of the hospital board at the hospital tomorrow No. 2 of the Woodmen of. the World
afternoon at 2:30.
against the sovereign lodge of the
order for the recovery of $1,000 in inMrs. Gatlln-Hoppe- s
of Gatlin insti- surance transferred to the Montezutute, Trinidad, Colorado, is in town ma lodge by T. W. Harrison, was
for a few days only. Any one inter-eBte- called this morning before Judge
in cure telephone Main 3S4 or Leahy. The case had been continued
from last Monday morning.
Hotel La Pension. Adv.
C. B. Sheppard, who has been in
the employ of R. J. Taupert for the
past seven months, has resigned and
will leave this evening for Fredonia,
Kan., where he expects to locate permanently.

And Trade at Store of

15th. - 16th

The entertainment committee of
the Elks' lodge is making arrangements for an informal dance to De
given at the Elks club next Thursday
evening. Every visiting Elk and all
are cor5:56 local Elks and their ladies
dially invited tp attend this dance.

bonds of Olaf A. Tveitmoe, secretary derson's approval, late today.
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